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ABSTRACT
The purpose o f this study was to determine the personal and professional 
characteristics o f six teachers who reported high developmentally appropriate 
beliefs and practices and six teachers who reported low developmentally 
appropriate beliefs and practices. The sample was identified using teachers’ 
scores on a self-reported survey measure o f developmentally appropriate practice 
based on the 1987 guidelines by NAEYC. Qualitative data were collected 
through interviews with open-ended questions. By providing an in-depth 
description as a literary portrait o f each teacher, this study provides insight into 
the beliefs and practical knowledge that inform the teaching practices o f 12 
primary grade teachers. A cross-case analysis within each group revealed 
common themes o f teacher autonomy, teacher efficacy, and teaching strategies. 
Personal and professional characteristics are differentiated between the groups 
and are considered to influence teacher beliefs and practice.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Background and Justification o f Study
Teacher attitudes and beliefs are important concepts in understanding 
teachers’ thought processes, classroom practices, change, and continued learning 
and development. Although teacher attitudes received considerable attention in 
teaching and teacher education research between the early 1950's and the early 
1970's, teacher beliefs only recently gained prominence in the literature. 
Summaries o f the research suggest that both attitudes and beliefs drive classroom 
actions and encourage teacher development (Nespor, 1987; Pajares, 1992). In the 
field o f early childhood education, an examination o f teacher beliefs as related to 
developmentally appropriate practice has been the impetus of considerable 
attention and research (i.e., Charlesworth, Hart, Burts, & Hernandez, 1991; 
Charles worth, Hart, Burts, Thomasson, Mosley, & Fleege, 1993: Hyson-Pasek, & 
Rescorla, 1990; Smith & Shepard, 1988; Stipek, Daniels, Galluzzo, & Milbum,
1992).
In 1996, this researcher was a member o f an initial study that continued 
research in the area o f teacher beliefs and practices within the framework o f 
developmentally appropriate practice in the primary grades, and examined 
supports and barriers reported by primary teachers in their daily practice. The 
study identified participating teachers in die first, second, and third grades along
1
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a continuum o f developmental appropriateness. These teachers were identified by 
self-report on the Primary Teachers’ Beliefs and Practice Survey (Buchanan, 
Burts, Bidner, White, & Charlesworth, 1998). A sampling o f teachers from each 
grade level was interviewed by this researcher and other members o f the research 
team to determine what supports and barriers to teaching in the primary grades 
were reported by teachers using more or less developmentally appropriate 
practices (Bidner, 1998). The necessary permission forms are included in 
Appendix A.
The results o f these studies contributed to our understanding o f 
developmentally appropriate practices in the primary grades and to our 
comprehension o f the supports and barriers teachers identified as part o f their 
daily practice. However, questions surrounding the characteristics, experiences, 
and beliefs o f  these teachers remain. Therefore, this study was undertaken to 
inform our research further by presenting a literary portrait o f the twelve teachers 
to examine their professional and personal characteristics.
In the early childhood classroom, it is frequently assumed that 
developmentally appropriate practice is contingent on teachers’ beliefs; however, 
this assumption may be too simplistic (Dunn & Kontos, 1997). According to 
Hyson (1991) practices are a reflection o f teacher beliefs, parental expectations, 
administrative pressures, and “broad social imperatives.” (p.27) Research guides 
us to an understanding of the relationship between teacher beliefs and practice
2
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that indicate the stronger the teacher’s belief in developmentally appropriate 
practices, the more likely that teacher is to implement those practices in the 
classrooms (Charlesworth et al.1993; Hyson, Hirsh-Pasek, & Rescorla 1990). 
However, teacher practice is complex and sometimes contrary to teacher beliefs 
(Hatch & Freeman, 1988).
Wien (1995) reported in her research that some teachers negotiate between 
two contradictory frameworks, namely developmentally appropriate practice and 
teacher dominion:
Teacher educators tend to regard the frameworks as incompatible because 
they are theoretically and mutually exclusive. As individuals, we favor 
one over the other as a consequence o f our own rich and complex personal 
history. However, in the work o f teachers, these two contrasting 
frameworks for practice are often intertwined with unconscious intimacy 
in the day-to-day processes o f individual teachers. Practice is a struggle to 
prioritize cherished values, and it may be rare to find in one individual a 
set o f ideals closely matching a single framework for practice, for lived 
life is more dynamic, conflicted, and muddied, (p. 1)
The teachers in W ien’s study report the struggles and successes o f their practice,
their experiences and their relationships. While each case (teacher) is specific
and unique to its particular place and time, when examined together, some
commonalties and differences emerged.
Statement of the Problem
Within the world o f teachers’ classrooms, many circumstances come to
bear on teacher practice. A closer examination o f the circumstances and
experiences o f the teachers o f young children may provide yet another avenue for
3
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consideration in the search for a better understanding o f the complexity o f the 
teaching profession and to the dilemmas primary teachers confront as decision 
makers in implementing best practice.
While allowing for emerging themes and the possibilities of descriptive 
and reflective knowledge to impact the direction o f the study, the researcher was 
guided by the following questions:
1. W hat personal and professional characteristics and experiences are expressed 
by teachers who report high developmentally appropriate beliefs and 
practices?
2. What personal and professional characteristics and experiences are expressed 
by teachers who report low developmentally appropriate beliefs and 
practices?
3. W hat similarities or differences emerge in a comparison o f the two groups o f 
teachers?
Purpose o f the Study
This study was designed to contribute to the growing body o f knowledge 
concerning developmentally appropriate practice in the primary grades. 
Specifically, the purpose o f this study was to investigate further the beliefs, 
characteristics, and experiences o f primary grade teachers who report practice to 
be more developmentally appropriate as well as those teachers who report beliefs 
and practices to be less developmentally appropriate. This examination o f
4
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teachers who report to be more to less developmentally appropriate in their 
practice may illuminate the attributes some teachers possess that allow them to 
implement more developmentally appropriate practices.
An examination o f teacher practice along a continuum o f developmental 
appropriateness was considered as the starting point for a more in-depth 
examination of a teacher’s framework for practice and how personal and 
professional characteristics support that framework. This study involved the 
documentation o f teacher voices expressing beliefs and attitudes, as well as their 
view o f children, parents, and community. Such expressions are referred to in the 
literature as ideology (Apple, 1979) or discourse (Lubeck, 1994) but in this study, 
the term framework for practice (Doll, 1994; Wien, 1995) was used to refer to a 
teachers’ beliefs and practice in combination with theory. The term 
framework combines theory and practice, and for teachers they are inseparable 
(Clandinin, 1986).
Teachers of young children make innumerable decisions each day.
Various circumstances and experiences influence the decisions they make, 
consciously or unconsciously. A teacher's framework for practice is not based 
upon a single contingency or possibility. Whether a teachers’ framework for 
practice involves teacher dominion or developmentally appropriate practice 
(Wien, 1995), teachers make decisions based on what they believe to  be best 
practice for the circumstances involved.
5
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Significance o f the Study
The significance o f this study is in the potential contribution it can make 
to a more in-depth understanding o f the complexity o f classroom life in the 
primary grades. The study also extended a sense awareness o f the influence of 
teacher personality, experiences, attitudes and beliefs as contributors to teacher 
practice.
Definitions o f Terms
Terms used in this study are defined as follows:
Developmentally appropriate practice (DAP) is a framework for 
instruction. As defined in the 1987 publication by the National Association for 
Education ofYoung Children (NAEYC), the concept o f DAP has two 
dimensions: age appropriateness and individual appropriateness (Bredekamp, 
1987). Examples o f guidelines that set the standard for application in early 
childhood programs are that curriculum is designed as an interactive process that 
is integrated and balanced, and that teachers provide for a wide range o f interests 
and abilities as they strive to meet the needs o f each child. For teacher 
identification and selection in this study, developmentally appropriate practice 
was measured by the Primary Teachers’ Beliefs and Practices Survey (Buchanan 
et al.,1998).
A continuum o f developmental appropriateness is a range representing the 
highest score for DAP on one end and the lowest score for DAP on the other end.
6
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For this study, developmental appropriateness was measured through teacher 
self-report on the Primary Teacher’ Beliefs and Practices Survey (Buchanan et 
al., 1998). This survey used statements describing beliefs or activities based on 
the 1987 NAEYC publication guidelines (Bredekamp, 1987). Responses on a 5- 
point Likert scale indicated relative importance or frequency. Six dependent 
variables were created from the survey scores. Global scores for DAP and for 
DIP were created by summing the scores for all beliefs and practices items 
representing DAP and DIP, respectively. Scores for each o f the developmental 
beliefs and practices were created by summing the items that loaded on that 
factor.
High developmentally appropriate practice (High DAP), for this study was 
determined to be teachers with global DAP score at least one standard deviation 
above the mean.
Low developmentally appropriate practice (Low DAP), for this study, was 
determined to be teachers with a global DAP score at least one standard deviation 
below the mean.
Framework for practice combines theory with practice: an outline or 
coherent structure for teacher-held beliefs.
Primary grades include grades one, two, and three.
Teacher autonomy as defined in this study refers to a strong sense or trust 
of self, which contributes to growing independence and empowerment.
7
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Teacher efficacy is defined as teachers’ beliefs about their ability to teach 
effectively and about the ability o f their students to learn (Ashton & Webb,
1986).
Teacher practical knowledge is knowledge constructed through teachers’ 
own experiences about what works with students in classrooms.
Summary
Connelly and Clandinin (1986) remind us we do not understand practice 
by beginning with theory but by studying practitioners and classrooms as they 
are. Teachers have views of teaching and learning that are implicit to their 
practice, but most teachers rarely articulate their views. Their beliefs, practice, 
education, status in the community, and acceptance by colleagues are among the 
many factors that may influence their choice to communicate with others about 
what they do and why they do it. According to Kagan (1990), this lack o f 
articulation results in part from a belief that their story would be marginalized. 
This is especially true for teachers who are considered traditional, ordinary, or 
compliant.
This study offered teachers an opportunity to comment about their 
teaching and experiences. Their voices are a welcome addition to the chorus of 
teacher voices in the expanding research and writing on teachers’ experience.
8
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
Teaching is a complex activity. Although abundant research has been 
conducted to examine the nature o f teaching, it is still far from being fully 
understood. The mystery o f what really happens in the classroom, and why and 
how it happens, continues to challenge us. Teaching is a uniquely personal and 
intuitive activity that requires us to focus on its qualitative nature if  we are to 
increase our understanding o f it. This study focuses on the personal and practical 
knowledge o f teachers.
The questions presented in the study are: what personal and professional 
characteristics and experiences are expressed by teachers who report high 
developmentally appropriate beliefs and practices in the primary grades; what 
personal and professional characteristics and experiences are expressed by 
teachers who report low developmentally appropriate beliefs and practices? 
Further, what similarities and differences emerge in a comparison o f the two 
groups o f teachers? The review o f literature for the present study focused on 
these areas: (a) developmentally appropriate practice, (b) developmentally 
appropriate practice in primary grades, and (c) the influence o f teacher beliefs on 
practice, and (d) the practical knowledge o f teachers and teacher-held beliefs.
9
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Developmentally Appropriate Practice
Background
Developmentally appropriate practice (DAP) is a framework for 
instruction promoted by the National Association for the Education o f Young 
Children (Bredekamp 1987; Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). This organization 
(NAEYC) is the nation’s largest professional organization for early childhood 
educators. It has a current membership o f approximately 100,000 and is 
committed to promoting good programs for children and professional 
development for teachers through its many services. NAEYC’s publications 
provide a forum for discussion o f major issues and ideas in the field o f early 
childhood education.
In 1986 and 1987 (Bredekamp, 1987) NAEYC published position 
statements on developmentally appropriate practice. The documents were 
developed in response to specific, identified needs within a historical context. 
Two major issues were addressed by the guidelines. The first was to offer 
guidance for program personnel to meet the criteria set for accreditation by 
NAEYC. The second issue addressed by die guidelines was a response to a trend 
toward more academic, formal, skills-based instruction in programs for young 
children (Shepard & Smith, 1988). The 1987 guidelines (Bredekamp, 1987) 
described best practice as no previous publication had before. It marked the first
10
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generally agreed upon set o f professional standards detailing appropriate and 
inappropriate practices in programs for children from birth through age eight.
The 1987 edition stated that developmental appropriateness had two 
dimensions: age appropriateness, and individual appropriateness. Age 
appropriateness was described by the predictability and universality o f human 
development. This implied a sequence o f ages and stages o f growth and change 
for all children from birth through age eight. This typical development helps 
teachers plan appropriate environments and experiences for their students. 
Individual appropriateness described the uniqueness o f each child. Knowledge o f 
a child’s growth patterns, interests, learning styles, and family background all 
combine to assist teachers in planning appropriate curriculums (Bredekamp,
The guidelines provided examples o f appropriate and inappropriate 
practices for each age group. The following is an example from the teaching 
strategies for primary grades:
1987) .
for children to work alone or in small 
groups. A variety o f work places and 
spaces is provided and flexibly used.
readily accessible. Tables are used
Learning materials and activities are
concrete, real, and relevant to children’s
lives. Objects for manipulation are
(Bredekamp, 1987, p. 69).
Appropriate Practice Inappropriate Practice 
Materials are limited 
primarily to books, workbooks, 
and pencils. Children are 
assigned permanent desks 
and desks are rarely moved. 
Children work in large groups 
and no playful activity is 
allowed until all work is 
complete.
11
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In 1997, NAEYC published a revised edition o f the developmentally 
appropriate guidelines to ensure currency, accuracy, and to further expand and 
clarify fundamental principles (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). While the format is 
similar, the content o f the guidelines reflects current understanding and 
knowledge, a more in-depth view o f cultural appropriateness, along with 
attention to age and individual appropriateness (Charlesworth, 1998). The study 
presented in this dissertation was conducted before the 1997 guidelines were 
available.
Both editions o f the guidelines contain descriptions and illustrations of 
developmentally appropriate practice for children in the primary grades. Topics 
include teaching strategies, integrated curriculum, guidance o f social and 
emotional development, motivation, parent-teacher relations, and evaluation, 
grouping, and staffing. The major difference in examples o f DAP for younger 
children and examples for primary age children is the emphasis on integrated 
curriculum. As children progress into the primary grades, the emphasis on 
content increases (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). A more developmentally 
appropriate primary practice would integrate content or subject areas together, 
often utilizing themes and project activities.
The significance o f  DAP can be expressed as: (1) matching what we know 
about how children develop and leam to content and strategies; (2) treating 
children as individuals; and (3) treating children with respect (Koestelnik, 1992).
12
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While the NAEYC position statement and guidelines reflect knowledge 
derived from theory, research, and practice (Bredekamp, 1987), these concepts 
are sometimes challenged by experts in the field (see, e.g., Goffin, 1996; Katz, 
1996; Lubeck, 1996). Even though Stott and Bowman (1996) consider the 
changing nature o f child development theory and research a “slippery base”
(p. 169) for practice, it is still a m ajor influence in early childhood teacher 
education. They propose that with an acknowledgement that child development 
theory and research can only approximate the reality o f the socio-culture of 
children, the early childhood educator is challenged to supplement this theoretical 
knowledge with reflective practice and an examination o f personal beliefs. “This 
task is not merely one o f learning, but one o f reflection and integration o f 
multiple perspectives in such a way that will come to inform practice” ( p. 175).
The NAEYC (1996) standards for early childhood teacher certification 
reflect current theoretical perspectives on how children learn, emphasizing that 
children construct knowledge through play and active manipulation o f physical 
objects and interaction with other people (Piaget, 1970). They also stress the 
importance o f the process o f social construction o f knowledge whereby children 
develop understanding through social interactions with peers and adults 
(Vygotsky, 1978,1992). Operating from this theoretical perspective, the 
standards call for teachers to develop, plan, and implement curriculum that 
promotes children’s active construction o f knowledge.
13
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Some o f the major criteria set forth in the guidelines for developmentally 
appropriate practice (Bredekamp, 1987) include an emphasis on the whole child 
(physical, social, emotional, and cognitive), planning with consideration o f each 
individual student, learning as an interactive process, and concrete activities 
relevant to the student’s life.
Research
M ost o f the research on DAP in early childhood education has been 
conducted at the preschool and kindergarten levels. Although all findings are not 
completely supportive o f DAP, the majority o f evidence suggests the 
effectiveness o f the approach in teaching young children. A review o f the 
literature in this area includes an impressive collection o f research referred to as 
The LSU Studies (Charlesworth, Harts, Burts, & DeWolf, 1993). The 
researchers studied different samples o f kindergarten and pre-school children 
(total=204) from a large school system in 12 classrooms.
As measured by The Classroom Child Stress Behavior Instrument, Burts, 
Hart, Charlesworth, & Kirk (1990), found that children in less developmentally 
appropriate kindergarten classrooms exhibited about twice the level o f stress 
behaviors than those in more developmentally appropriate programs. They 
reported that children demonstrated such stress behaviors as fingernail biting, ear 
pulling, rocking, stuttering, pencil tapping, and destruction o f work sheets. Stress 
was highest when children were organized into large groups and when they were
14
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working on workbooks or worksheets (Burts, Hart, Charlesworth, Fleege, 
Mosley, & Thommason, 1992). There were no differences in observed stress 
behaviors with regard to age o f  entry into kindergarten (Crom, 1992).
Abshire (1990) reported more variety and less structured activity with 
more participation in whole group activities in DAP classrooms. Weems-Moon 
found that regardless o f classroom type, high or low developmentally appropriate 
learning environments, African American and low socioeconomic kindergarten 
children exhibited high levels o f overall stress behaviors. However, low SES 
African American children progressed rapidly in acquiring literacy skills when 
taught using developmentally appropriate whole language methods; 
simultaneously their stress behaviors decreased in frequency.
Post-kindergarten follow-up studies o f students were conducted by the 
LSU researchers. Children in first and second grade, with approximately 75% of 
the original sample of students, found attendance in more developmentally 
appropriate kindergarten programs to be linked with overall benefits in terms of 
achievement and behavioral outcomes in elementary school for children from 
varying backgrounds (Burts, Hart, Charlesworth, DeWolf, Ray, & Manuel,
1993).
While this is not a complete rendering of The LSU Studies related to 
kindergarten and pre-school children, it is an indication o f the positive effects of 
developmentally appropriate practice on the development o f  young children.
15
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Findings from The LSU Studies regarding teachers’ beliefs and practices are 
reported later in this chapter.
Other researchers in the field o f early childhood examined achievement of 
children in more or less developmentally appropriate classrooms. More positive 
outcomes were found for children who attended more developmentally 
appropriate preschools and kindergartens than for children who attended less 
developmentally appropriate classrooms. The following studies are examples of 
such research.
Frede and Barnett (1992) evaluated the effects o f developmentally 
appropriate public school kindergartens on economically disadvantaged 
children’s later achievement They found implementation o f DAP in 
kindergartens in a statewide system, ranging from high to low. Children from the 
low classes were removed for final analysis. The study found DAP implemented 
at high to moderate levels in kindergarten contributed to increased academic 
achievement at first grade.
Stipek, Daniels, Galluzzo, & Milbum (1992) conducted a study o f 62 
preschool and kindergarten programs enrolling children from poor and middle 
income families. Their findings demonstrated that in practice, more emphasis on 
academic instruction tends to be related to less emphasis on positive, social 
relationships between children and teacher. The researchers found that the higher
16
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the levels o f teacher-direction in the classroom, the lower the positive social 
context.
A study conducted by Hirsh-Pasek, Hyson, and Rescorla (1990) and 
Hirsh-Pasek (1991) compared children in preschools and kindergartens that 
scored high and low on an observation measure they developed that assesses how 
well programs meet NAEYC guidelines. Children in the two types o f programs 
performed the same on the basic skills and problem solving measures and 
children in the less developmentally appropriate program emphasizing academic 
skills, did not score lower on a  test o f creativity and did not have lower 
perceptions o f academic competence. These results suggest that skill-oriented 
programs do not necessarily produce students with higher levels o f problem 
solving abilities, nor do they have a negative effect on student creativity. 
Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Primary Grades
Most primary classrooms sire situated within elementary schools. This 
geographical location places six, seven, and eight year old children and their 
teachers in an environment that has a distinctively different history, tradition, 
perspective, expectation, practice, values, and school culture than an early 
childhood education setting (Bloch, 1987).
The body of research on developmentally appropriate practice in primary 
grades is considerably less than the literature available for preschool and 
kindergarten. This may be attributed to what Wien (1995) refers to as the
17
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“teacher dominion” framework for practice (p.5). This is the teaching method 
where teacher is in charge, chooses goals, plans and implements activities, and 
evaluates outcomes.
Implementation o f developmentally appropriate practices in the primary 
grades can be difficult without support. Bidner (1998) identified the supports and 
barriers to teaching as reported by ten primary grade teachers. In this study, 
teachers reported a variety o f sources and types o f supports and barriers. The 
following sources o f supports were mentioned by all teachers in the study: 
parents, principals, co-workers, family, self, technology, and other (e.g., students, 
workshops). The only sources o f barriers reported by all teachers were parents 
and issues related to scheduling and time. Few differences were found between 
grade levels, but differences were noted between High DAP and Low DAP 
teachers.
In a related study, Buchanan, Burts, Bidner, White, and Charlesworth 
(1998) focused their research on the predictors o f DAP in the primary grades.
This study identified classroom characteristics and teacher characteristics that are 
related to the self-reported beliefs and practices o f first, second, and third grade 
teachers. From a sample o f277 primary teachers (77% o f available sample size), 
the teacher variable that most strongly predicted the dependent variables was the 
amount o f influence teachers believed they had on the way they plan and 
implement curriculum. Once again, die importance o f “gaining additional insight
18
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into teachers’ worlds” is suggested as a means to better support and encourage 
teachers in implementing developmentally appropriate practices in the primary 
grades, (p.480)
Curriculum standards should not be perceived as barriers to 
developmentally appropriate practices. In mathematics instruction in the primary 
grades, (Fennema, Franke, Carpenter, & Carey, 1993) teachers were trained to 
interact with children while solving relevant and meaningful mathematics 
problems in small groups. The children’s progress in mathematics understanding 
not only surprised the teachers, but also they exceeded the curriculum standards 
o f the National Council o f Teacher o f Mathematics. The results showed 
significant increases in math scores by encouraging children to talk and reflect 
about concepts traditionally taught with paper and pencil. This study is an 
example of the principles advocated in the guidelines for primary grades to 
encourage interaction and exploration ( Appendix C).
Marcon (1992) studied kindergarten classes in the District o f Columbia 
public schools. Most o f the children were African Americans and from low- 
income families. In a comparison o f child-centered or teacher-directed 
classroom, the students in the child-centered classes performed significantly 
better on mastery o f basic skills than did those children in the teacher directed 
classrooms. The researcher followed the children into first grade where the child
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centered approach continued to have the most positive effect both socially and 
academically
Teacher Beliefs and Practices
Several researchers o f developmentally appropriate practice have found 
that teachers’ practices are associated with their beliefs. (Charlesworth, Hart, 
Burts, & Hernandez, 1991; Charlesworth, Hart, Burts, Thomasson, Mosley, & 
Fleege, 1993; Smith and Shepard, 1988; Stipek, Daniels, Galluzzo, & Milbum, 
1992). In each o f these studies, teacher beliefs were found to directly influence 
teaching practice.
Charlesworth et al., (1993) assessed principals' and kindergarten teacher 
practices and found that the more important teachers believed appropriate 
practices to be, the more likely they were to use them. Beliefs and use o f less 
appropriate practices were even more strongly related.
Smith and Shepard, (1988) studied the relationship between kindergarten 
teachers’ beliefs about and practice concerning kindergarten readiness and 
retention in grade levels. The teachers’ beliefs and practices differed 
predominantly between those who saw biological maturation as an explanation 
for children’s learning and ability in school and those who saw children’s 
readiness and retention as outcomes o f environmental influences such as parents.
In contrast, Hatch and Freeman (1988) interviewed 36 kindergarten 
teachers and found that more than half held conflicting beliefs between their
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personal philosophy o f how children learn best and their classroom practices 
which were skill oriented. The results from the investigations described indicate 
that unless teachers are educated to teach w ith a strong theoretical framework 
attached to specific classroom practices, it is very likely that teacher beliefs will 
not be congruent with practice.
Research has indicated that teachers are influenced not only by explicit 
theories learned but also by implicit theories and beliefs. Beliefs function as a 
filter through which new information, programs, theories, or experiences in a 
teacher’s daily practice flow through. As a filter, beliefs can facilitate or impede 
teacher growth (Pajares, 1992; Prawat, 1992). As teachers respond to the 
complexity o f classroom life, they adapt their practice in many ways (Prawat, 
1992).
Understandably, teachers develop theories o f teaching from personal 
experiences and practical knowledge (Spodek, 1988). Teachers may persist in 
holding many of these implicit beliefs without analysis despite contradictions 
caused by reason, time, schooling, or experience (Pajares, 1992). Lortie (1975) 
reported that the thousands o f hours teachers spend as students far outweigh the 
explicit theories taught later in their educational career. Students bring these 
early formed beliefs with them to teacher education, and then teachers take them 
into schools and classrooms. Prawat (1992) suggests that the tenets and 
understandings that teachers have constructed through experience, through
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teaching in schools, and through their interactions with children may act as 
barriers to the usage o f knowledge offered by academic views o f child 
development.
Teacher Practical Knowledge
Spodek, (1988) examined the sources o f teachers’ professional thinking. 
Assuming a direct connection between teachers’ beliefs about classroom practice 
and enactment o f classroom practice, Spodek reviewed a collection o f studies 
done in England and the United States for teacher beliefs, actions, and personal 
constructs (derived from life experiences and previous educational preparation). 
His findings strongly suggest that child development theory alone cannot be seen 
as the sole source o f teachers’ knowledge. He found teacher values, knowledge 
o f traditions o f practice and teaching environment also contribute to teachers’ 
professional thinking.
Research on teacher thinking assumes three things: 1) practice is largely 
influenced by teacher thinking; 2) teaching is guided by thoughts, decisions, and 
judgments; and 3) teaching is a higher-level decision-making process (Carnegie 
Task Force on Teaching as a Profession, 1986; Holmes Group, 1986). These 
assumptions portray teachers as active, engaging, and rational professionals who 
make both conscious and intuitive decisions in school contexts. They also 
suggest that die thinking o f teachers constitutes a large part of the psychological
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context o f teaching and that practice is influenced and even perhaps determined 
by teachers’ underlying belief system.
The beliefs teachers maintain and die practice they implement influence 
their personal characteristics ( McNergney & Carrier, 1981). Teacher 
characteristics such as attitudes, expectations, and concerns or anxieties are 
powerful affective traits which influence teacher knowledge about the 
internalization o f developmentally appropriate beliefs and the generation o f 
developmentally appropriate practices (Shreck, 1998).
Attention to the beliefs o f teachers can inform educational practice in 
ways formal education or current research agendas cannot (Kagan, 1992). While 
considered a “messy construct,” Pajares (1992) claims it is worth the struggle to 
better understand the complexity o f the teacher and the learning environment.
Teachers’ beliefs about their ability to teach effectively and about the 
ability of their students to learn affect the outcome o f teaching. Teachers who 
believe in themselves and their abilities as teachers and who believe their 
students can learn generally have students who achieve well (Ashton & Webb, 
1986). This dimension o f teaching is called teaching efficacy.
Research suggests that teachers who are high in a sense o f efficacy are 
more confident and at ease within their classrooms. They are more positive and 
less negative in interactions with their students, and more successful in managing 
their classrooms as efficient learning environments. Teachers with a high sense
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of efficacy are less defensive, more accepting o f student disagreement and 
challenges, and more effective in stimulating achievement gains (Good & 
Brophy,1994).
Furthermore, effective teachers are more committed to teaching 
(Coladarci, 1992) and more likely to use effective motivational strategies with 
exceptional students (Soodak & Podel, 1993). Teacher efficacy stems from 
teacher beliefs and attitudes, but it is also influenced by the conditions o f the 
community, school, and classroom. Environments where teachers work have a 
great influence on their efficacy (Webb & Ashton, 1987).
Summary
It has become an accepted idea that teachers’ ways o f thinking and 
understanding are vital components of their practice. As a teacher’s experience 
in classrooms grows, her professional knowledge grows richer, more coherent, 
and more complex. This is the foundation o f a belief system that constrains the 
teacher’s perception, judgement, behavior and teaching practice. Rokeach 
(1968), cautions that understanding beliefs requires making inferences. He 
contends beliefs cannot be directly observed or measured but must be inferred 
from what people say, intend, and do.
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This qualitative study was designed to identify the personal and 
professional characteristics and experiences expressed by teachers who report 
high and low developmentally appropriate beliefs and practices in the primary 
grades. These teachers were selected from a larger sample by their scores on a 
survey measure o f developmentally appropriate practice. Procedures for the 
present study are presented in this chapter and follow an abbreviated review of 
the initial study, which informs this research study.
Introduction to the Initial Study
This study was part of an initial study conducted by this researcher and 
other members o f a research team. Without a detailed accounting o f the initial 
study’s particulars, the following log o f events should prove helpful. An 
examination o f the project can be viewed in phases. Phase one: The researchers 
gained entry into the school system, produced and distributed the survey 
instruments, collected the completed surveys, entered and analyzed data, and 
prepared a report o f outcomes. This phase o f the research project was also used 
to identify a sampling o f teachers from each grade level to participate in phase 
two. The second phase o f the project was qualitative in nature and involved 
scheduled open- ended interviews with teachers. Data from this phase were
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analyzed for information to gain a more in-depth understanding o f the research 
questions concerning the supports and barriers to implementing developmentally 
appropriate practice in the primary grades. Phase three is represented by this 
study. It is a re-examination o f the qualitative data through a different lens. It is 
a final look at the teachers o f the study in their particularities and commonalties. 
Initial Study
This study was part o f a larger research project which was conducted in a 
single school district located in and around a southern city, population 75,000. 
The research team obtained permission to conduct the Primary Teachers’ Beliefs 
and Practices Study through the distribution o f questionnaires to the primary 
teachers in the elementary schools o f the district. The 36 participating 
elementary schools were culturally diverse and represented both rural and urban 
settings. School populations consisted o f African American and European 
American children representing all SES backgrounds as determined by 
participation status in the school lunch program. Questionnaires were distributed 
to every first (n=124), second (n=l 18), and third (n=l 11) grade teacher in the 
district.
The distribution o f the questionnaire packets was done by members of the 
research team. Each school was visited in the spring o f 1996. Contact was made 
with principals and/or school secretaries regarding the content o f the packets and 
their importance. In addition to the Primary Teachers’ Beliefs and Practices
26
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Survey (Buchanan et al., 1998) placed in each mailbox o f first, second, and third 
grade teachers, the packet also contained a letter o f authorization from the local 
school board, a letter o f instruction from the research team indicating time and 
collection information, a sealed collection box, reminder notes to be placed in 
participants mailboxes one week prior to collection date, and two large reminder 
signs posted by the research team in the collection box area. Teachers were 
asked to complete die surveys within two weeks and return their sealed envelopes 
to the large confidential envelope or sealed box in the school office or mail area. 
Boxes and envelopes were clearly marked as properly o f the research team. The 
number o f surveys distributed was 352; 277 surveys were returned for a usable 
response rate o f 77% (grades: 1, n=100; 2, n=92; 3, n=85).
Selection of Participants
Based on the scores from the survey, a list o f teachers was generated for 
each grade along a continuum from high to low levels o f developmentally 
appropriateness. For the purpose of this study, four teachers at each grade level 
were identified. These twelve teachers comprised a stratified purposeful 
sampling o f subjects based on the results o f their survey ranging from high DAP 
to low DAP, and an agreement to participate further in die study by scheduling an 
interview with a member o f the research team. According to Patton (1990), this 
stratified purposeful sampling was designated to facilitate comparisons when 
particular characteristics o f subgroups are o f interest to the study.
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Pseudonyms were assigned for each teacher. For first grade, Tina and 
Joan were High DAP; Helen and Linda were Low DAP. For second grade, Kayla 
and Monique were labeled High DAP, and Carol and Lucy were Low DAP. For 
third grade, Cynthia and Debbie were High DAP; Mary and Sally were Low 
DAP.
The average number o f years teaching experience for the teachers in the 
study was about 14 years. Most o f the teachers received their degrees from the 
same regional university where the school system was located. One o f the 
subjects was a graduate from the state’s largest university. All the teachers 
except one had a Bachelor o f Arts in either Elementary or Early Childhood 
Education. One participant received a Masters o f Education, and two were 
working towards a M aster’s degree.
The twelve subjects o f the study were from ten different schools. Two 
teachers, Linda (1st Low DAP) and Monique( 2nc* High DAP)were from the 
same school. In addition, two other teachers, Lucy (2nc* Low DAP) and Cynthia 
(3rd High DAP) were also from the same school. All interviews were conducted 
at the school sites.
Interviews
An invitation to participate further in this study was issued to teachers 
from each grade level whose survey data indicated High DAP scores and Low 
DAP scores. Interviews were scheduled by phone at the convenience o f the
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participant Each appointment was scheduled for one hour. The participants 
were told that the purpose o f the interview was to gather more information and 
personal insights into their teaching practice that usually are not conveyed on 
survey questionnaires. Interview questions were open-ended and directed toward 
discussion o f supports and barriers to teaching and suggestions to inform teacher 
preparation programs. The individual’s privacy was protected at all times. A 
copy o f the interview questions can be found in Appendix B.
The interviews took place in the spring o f 1996 and were conducted by 
two early childhood graduate students and an early childhood education faculty 
member. All interviews were audiotaped, and field notes were taken. The 
interviews were transcribed by the early childhood graduate students. Copies o f 
transcripts were mailed to the participants for review.
Research Design
Stakes (1981) defines a collective case study as an examination o f a 
number o f cases in order to learn more about a phenomenon, population, or 
general condition. Individual cases in the collection may be sim ilar or dissimilar, 
with redundancy and variety each having voice. In a collective case study, the 
cases are chosen because it is believed that understanding them will lead to better 
understanding about a still larger collection o f cases.
For this study, the six portraits o f the teachers who report high 
developmentally appropriate beliefs and practice are represented in one collective
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case study. The same type o f grouping is made for the six teachers who report 
low developmentally appropriate beliefs and practices.
Data Analysis
This is a qualitative study, and data were analyzed using the constant 
comparative method to discover themes and patterns that emerge from the data. 
Data were reported using a multiple-case study design consisting o f two major 
cases. One o f these cases consists o f six individual portraits o f  teachers who are 
reported to be High DAP while the ocher case study consists o f  individual 
portraits of the six teachers who report to be Low DAP.
Once the data for each case was reported, a cross-case analysis was 
conducted to determine what personal and professional characteristics and 
experiences were common to teachers reporting to implement high levels of 
developmentally appropriate practice or High DAP.
The same procedure was followed with the data from the six teachers who 
reported to be Low DAP. Once the data for each individual portrait was reported, 
a cross-case analysis was conducted to determine what circumstances and 
experiences and/or what personal and professional characteristics contribute to 
the development o f teachers who report to implement low levels o f 
developmentally appropriate practice or Low DAP.
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Trustworthiness
Though studies employing qualitative methodology do not use the same 
methods for establishing validity and reliability o f their data collection methods 
and final conclusion as do quantitative studies, these elements are no less critical 
in qualitative research (Rowe, 1986). The researcher must persuade his or her 
audience that the findings are legitimate and dependable (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), triangulation, the use o f member 
checking, peer debriefing, and auditing heighten the probability that the findings 
of the qualitative research are credible. These features have been built into this 
study in the following ways.
Triangulation
Triangulation of methods was achieved by collecting data through a 
number o f techniques. This compensated for any limitations of one method and 
strengthened the research by the use o f the other methods. Data were collected 
through survey questionnaires, recorded interviews, and field notes, which 
included telephone clarification for some participants.
Member checkers
The teachers served as member checkers. A written transcript was sent to 
each teacher interviewed for correction or clarification. Once the interviews were 
returned, they replaced the original transcriptions as data. Member checking 
assured that transcribed interviews were recognizable representations o f teachers*
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oral conversation and dialogue. Permission slips were signed by die participants 
and on every occasion that contact was made, the participants were orally 
informed o f their rights to suspend participation in the study at any point without 
question.
Peer debriefer
The use o f a peer debriefer as suggested by Lincoln and Guba (1985) 
insured the accuracy o f the information presented in this research. Throughout 
the entire process, the peer debriefer read field notes, discussed and debated the 
possibilities o f the research, probed for biases, helped define coding categories, 
and served as a knowledgeable person to discuss questions and concerns. The 
peer debriefer had a master’s degree in early childhood education and was a 
member o f the initial research team.
External auditor
An external auditor (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) was used to analyze data and 
provide dependability and confirmability. The auditor examined data after field 
notes were examined and carefully verified both the process and product o f the 
research. By examining the process o f the inquiry, the external auditor 
determined that the process was acceptable and dependable. The auditor also 
examined the product (data and findings) to show that the conclusions were 
reasonable and logical representations o f the data. The external auditor had a 
doctorate in education and was a full professor at a university in a southern state.
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Confidentiality
The participants in the study were assigned number codes during phase 
one o f the initial study. Each questionnaire was numbered and recorded on a 
master list. The master list was kept only to help identify those subjects who 
would later participate in the interview process. As mentioned earlier, 
participants signed permission forms and were always told o f their right to 
withdraw from the study at any time. Pseudonyms were used for all participants 
and all information concerning identity and school placement was confidential. 
Generalizabilitv
Determinations o f the generalizability of these research findings must be 
left to those researchers who desire to apply these findings to other settings. 
Stakes (1981) states that the purpose o f case study is not to represent the world, 
but to represent the case. The utility o f case research to practitioners and policy 
makers is its extension o f experience. The present study offered this type o f 
extension by providing an analysis o f the personal and professional 
characteristics, experiences, beliefs, and attitudes o f teachers who daily confront 
issues involving practice, policy, and student needs.
Summary
The present study provided a detailed literary portrait of twelve teachers 
primarily from qualitative data derived from interviews. This study presented 
another look at data collected from an initial study that examined the supports
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and barriers reported by teachers in their daily practice (Bidner, 1998). The 
challenging task o f transcribing audio-taped interviews or raw data into printed 
data ready for analysis was performed by the initial research team. The three 
questions posed by this study required additional steps.
First, multiple readings o f the data to categorize and code responses as 
personal characteristics and experiences or professional characteristics and 
experiences were done. Second, utilizing the constant comparative method, these 
broad categories were compared and collapsed or divided into smaller categories. 
Lincoln and Guba (1985) referred to this as inductive category coding. This step 
was repeated throughout the analysis. This process resulted in a refinement o f 
the categories. Third, analysis was conducted for relationship and patterns across 
categories for each o f the teachers to determine commonalties and differences.
The researcher found it beneficial to display data in a large open area in 
order to create a visual map o f the categories and trends that emerged through the 
analysis. When categories were constructed and collapsed, peer reviewers were 
used to cross-check the data. Whenever possible, no assertions were constructed 
without verification by a second analysis. The researcher was careful to use the 
exact words o f the teachers whenever possible as it related to the emerging 
themes o f the study. This procedure was performed for each group o f teachers 
and in the comparison and contrast o f the two groups.
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CHAPTER 4 
PORTRAITS OF SIX HIGH DAP TEACHERS 
This chapter contains six individualized portraits o f primary teachers who 
report high developmentally appropriate beliefs and practices based upon data 
gathered from surveys and interviews. Initial identification for participation in 
this study was based upon survey responses from the Primary Teachers’ Beliefs 
and Practice Survey (Buchanan et al., 1998). These descriptive portraits were 
developed to discover what personal and professional characteristics and 
experiences these teachers expressed in relation to their teaching practice. The 
literature review (Chapter 2) contains a discussion o f DAP characteristics. A 
listing o f relevant principles o f DAP for the primary grades from the NAEYC 
position statement of Developmentally Appropriate Practice In Early Childhood 
Programs (Bredekamp, 1987) is referenced as Appendix C.
The teachers are Tina and Joan (first grade), Monique and Kayla (second 
grade), and Cynthia and Debbie (third grade). Each portrait begins with a 
description of the school setting and a brief description o f the classroom. This is 
followed by information reported by each teacher during the interview process. 
To determine emerging themes and commonalties o f professional and personal 
characteristics and experiences, the chapter concludes with a cross-case analysis 
o f the collection o f portraits o f teachers who report high developmentally 
appropriate beliefs and practices.
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Portrait One: Tina. First Grade
School setting
Tina teaches in a low socio-economic, predominantly African American 
neighborhood school. The neighborhood that surrounds the school is an older 
neighborhood and includes a large low-income housing project This school 
meets the federal requirements o f a Title I facility. The school is well maintained 
and was recently renovated to include additional classrooms and computer labs. 
The interior o f the school has a cheery appearance with student work displayed 
throughout the halls and on each classroom door. This is in stark contrast to the 
outside entrance o f the school. The exterior o f the school is decorated only with a 
nameplate.
This first grade classroom has a mixture of large tables and small desk- 
type tables and chairs arranged in clusters o f  threes and fours. One end o f the 
room is dedicated to storage with large ceiling to floor cabinets. Each door is 
labeled for content. The classroom has a small carpeted area and a reading- 
library area with 2 beanbag chairs and a selection o f books. M ost o f the 
blackboard area has been converted to a display area for children's work and art. 
A small area remains open for use in the front o f the room. The room is equipped 
with a computer, TV-VCR, overhead projector, listening stations, and record 
player.
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Personal characteristics and experiences
Tina has a degree in Early Childhood Education and has taught for five
years. She has been a first grade teacher for four years. She is young, energetic,
and committed to helping young children learn. Her reason for choosing
teaching for a profession was quite simple: "I've always loved children and I've
always wanted to help them." This idea o f ,rhelping" is important to Tina.
Teaching was not her first career choice. As a junior nursing student, Tina
realized that caring for sick children was not what she wanted to do. "I still
wanted to help children, so I thought I could try to help children learn." Before
that time, she had never thought o f  teaching as a helping profession. Tina often
stated that she has never regretted the change from nursing to education.
Her commitment to helping children is a very personal one. The decision
to become a teacher and her present teaching style are a reflection o f that
personal commitment.
As a child, I was neglected and abused, and there were teachers along the 
way that changed my life. There were teachers that brushed my hair when 
I got to school. Teachers that fed me crackers for breakfast and told me 
that I could do it. I remember them and one o f these kids is going to 
remember me or what I do. That’s where my motivation comes from. I 
think one person can make a  difference. It worked for me.
The knowledge that she can make a  difference is a personal characteristic that
touches all she does and how she thinks in the classroom. "I’m very
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enthusiastic...I love the teaching-learning process, and I am very excited to be 
here. I love what I am doing."
She often refers to her childhood in reference to her teaching, but she is 
also quick to point to the supportive family life she now enjoys. Her husband 
acknowledges her career as important and worthwhile, and he enthusiastically 
helps her with after-hours projects such as building things for the classroom or 
simply helping carve the pumpkin. "He likes my job and knows what I do is 
important."
Professional characteristics and experiences
In the workplace, her childhood experiences have had both a positive and
negative effect. She admits to worrying too much about what other teachers
think o f her and how she teaches. She believes that other teachers think she is
"playing" in her classroom instead o f "really teaching.”
Because I'm not doing it (teaching) exactly the way they are, some 
teachers have made comments to me about how they couldn't run their 
class like mine. I respond that I couldn't run my class with my kids sitting 
in a desk like a soldier. So, we are just different. But, it does get to me at 
times. It takes me 12 hours on weekends to write m y lesson plans! I can't 
believe they think I'm playing.
Tina is supported by other members o f the faculty who often compliment 
her teaching style and the effort she makes to teach and reach the children in her 
classroom. She sees her students going to second grade w ith the ability to read 
and feels that she has "gotten the job  done.” Her principal is also very supportive
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of what she does in the classroom. He is happy to see that she does not use a lot 
o f "ditto work”. He encourages her efforts to make learning meaningful and is 
quick to show his appreciation for her hard work. She related the following 
example as an incident which involved "getting the job done" without the use o f 
"ditto work.”
At the conclusion o f a reading cluster, the children read a book called The 
13th Clue. Tina and her students re-enacted scenes from the book and looked for 
clues throughout the school. The children had to read the clues which were 
written in chalk, toothpicks, paint, jump ropes, and shells. Each clue lead to the 
next. As she and the children were reading and discovering a clue, the principal 
walked by, gave her the “okay sign,” and continued on his way. The clues led 
the students back to their classroom where cake, punch, balloons, and streamers 
awaited the clue-reading troop. The principal later told her that he can see 
excitement and learning in her students' faces. “My principal told me that my 
students have it so good because o f the things I do."
References to students
Tina approaches her students with respect and care. When working with 
the students in whole group situations, she is careful not to call attention to a 
child who may need special instruction or help with certain skills. She utilizes a 
tutor who works with the students individually and in whole group situations.
Her tutor works with students and is an "extra set o f hands and eyes" during
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activities. Tina was adamant about how the tutor was not sent to her room to do
paperwork or run errands.
She recalls the pajama party that was scheduled at the end o f the reading 
unit as an example o f how helpful an extra adult in the room can be. The 
students brought pajamas, sleeping bags and pillows and enjoyed a video o f "Ira 
Sleeps Over.”
At this school, these kids...they don't have the kind o f childhood 
experiences a kid should have. So, ifs real important to me, that at least 
for the time I have them, they can be a kid. For a little while, they don't 
have to worry about those big problems they have at home. They can just 
color, paint, draw, and do things that kids should do.
Together, Tina and Miss Billy (tutor) work on a variety o f activities and projects.
She finds it easy to teach the required reading series without using workbook
pages. "There are lots o f ways to write sixty-four phonograms...lH give them foil
and bright markers, black construction paper and chalk, colored salt sprinkled on
their desk top." She keeps an idea book on her desk and writes down anything
she has thought of, heard of, or seen. She never sees a piece of "junk" without
thinking o f some way she can use it her classroom.
Teaching stvle
While Tina describes herself as a "hands-on" teacher, she defends her
methods as so much more than play:
I see interactive learning, not passive learning. Passive learning is sitting 
in a desk and listening to a teacher talk. Interactive learning is listening, 
doing, talking, and exploring. I've taught w ith people who teach the
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geometry unit on 3-D shapes on a sheet o f paper. Hello! I don't do that. I 
give each group a tray with a cone shaped ice-cream cone, sugar cubes, 
gum balls, cylinder shaped bubble gum...and then, I let them explore.
After giving the students time to manipulate the objects, she gets their attention
and reports that they are ready to listen. Questioning and exploration lead the
students to an understanding o f the different attributes o f the objects and the
importance of the different shapes. She confesses that she often spends about
$200 to $300 a year on supplies for her students. "I don't look back...if s worth
it...it's an investment that I get many returns on."
Tina’s definition o f discipline is “being able to get my students’ attention
when it is needed or wanted.” It does not necessarily mean that everyone needs
to be seated in rows with their heads facing the front of the classroom. Her
students work at their desks, at centers, at tables, and on the floor.
Tina follows the required testing schedule o f the school system, but with
some modifications. She tests orally and uses checklists, manipulatives, and
learning games.
I try to assess as much as I can without paperwork. I don’t like to waste 
my time giving grades. I would rather use my time giving knowledge. I 
would rather use that time for teaching. We don’t do a lot of the 
workbook pages because they are meaningless.
Grades are sent home every six-weeks. A standardized achievement test is
administered at the end o f the year but she does not use it as part o f her
evaluation for the year.
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Professional concerns
For the most part, the parents o f her students are not involved in their 
child's education. She invites parents to visit, schedules conferences, telephones, 
and sends notes. She reports that she has not seen 90% o f them. They do not 
come to school.
I believe that their (parents’) priorities are wrong. They spend their time 
and their money on the wrong things. I have meetings at school and give 
out free packets o f materials for parents to work with their child, and one 
parent will come. I am very compassionate, and I don’t fault the child for 
the wrong o f the parent.
Portrait Two: Joan. First Grade
School setting
Joan teaches in a large elementary school (K-5) that is considered to be the 
flagship school for this school system. It is located in an area of skyrocketing 
growth and development. The population o f the school is predominantly 
European American. The school consistently scores as a top-rated school on 
student achievement measures within the school system. New construction o f 
homes in this area continues to add to the population o f the school and to die 
economic growth o f the area. The school has been renovated to accommodate 
growth, but still lags behind in sufficient space. Many innovative programs are 
offered including a French Immersion program that extends into the middle 
school setting.
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Joan's classroom is located in the new wing o f the building. The room is 
large and equipped with four computer stations and a variety o f audio-visual 
equipment. There is sufficient storage space for students and teacher. A large 
circular table occupied most o f the space at one end o f the classroom. The rest o f 
the room had student desks arranged in short rows across the room. A large dry 
erase marker board is mounted on the front wall.
Personal characteristics and experiences
Joan has a degree in elementary education and is completing her course
work on a master’s degree in educational technology. She has taught for fifteen
years and has been a first grade teacher for eight years. Joan was friendly and
soft-spoken with a pleasant, easy-going manner. Her decision to become a
teacher was made early in her childhood. “I had a terrific model in my
aunt.. .everything about her fascinated me, her job, her outlook, everything she
did!” When Joan entered college, she decided to pursue her childhood desire and
now, she was sure she made the right choice.
Joan describes herself as a person who avoids conflict. “I like everybody
to be happy.” She attributes her strength and motivation to be her best in the
classroom to her students:
I just love children. They are important to me, and I want them to feel 
good about themselves. I get such good results in my class because my 
students believe in themselves. I want parents to feel good about their 
children too. Children are not little birds that I stuff their mouths full and
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then send them home.. .they are little human beings. They are important. 
What they say is important
Joan stated that the longer she teaches, the more important it becomes for her to
focus on the individuals in the classroom. She believes she should apologize to
her first class for focusing so much on herself. However, she is quick to add that
she still makes teaching “.. .good for me too!” She views good teaching as good
for the child and for the teacher.
Joan’s husband and son are very supportive of her career. They
understand the extra hours after school and on the weekends that it takes to be
successful. This support has “freed me o f the guilt” and allowed her to feel good
about her “fulfilling role” as a first grade teacher.
Professional characteristics and experiences
Joan’s present teaching assignment places her in an environment unlike
any other in her career. Her students come to school ready to learn and with lots
o f previous experiences.
It is such an easy job to teach here because the children have so many 
experiences that you can enrich academically. Our children are just ready 
when they get in our classroom. The challenge is to give them more. 
Some schools have to work so hard just to maintain an average academic 
level. We take that for granted.
In this teaching environment, Joan admits to feeling “a lot o f pressure.” The key
to her handling this kind o f pressure has been the support o f her family and the
support o f her principal. Joan appreciates the vision and the leadership her
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principal has demonstrated in the school. By offering the faculty “tools for the
future,” Joan feels supported appreciated, and challenged:
She (the principal) is always ready to listen to my ideas. I appreciate that 
ear. She sees the whole picture and sometimes I see one little part. She 
has high expectations but she will support my ideas, my methods to do 
more in the classroom. I really feel she believes that a child’s classroom is 
not that 20x20 room, it is farther than that.. .it is the world, and it includes 
more people than just one teacher.
This philosophy o f teaching has inspired Joan to learn more and do more in her
classroom to involve her students. She no longer believes “I can do it all.” She
was open to using all types o f resources in her classroom. Her resources are no
longer limited to self and textbooks.
References to parent involvement
Joan often feels pressure from the parents o f her students. She states that
parents have their own “agenda” for their childs* progress and success:
Parents are very aware of what they want for their child. They are very 
aggressive. They question, comment, and react to almost everything in the 
classroom. I never saw anything like this in the other schools I have 
taught in. I am very aware o f these parents.
She continued to state that she finds herself questioning what she does in the
classroom in light o f how the parents might perceive it. Joan annoyingly stated
she does not like this situation, but has learned to tolerate it. Because o f her
personality, she tries very hard to please her parents within reason. She
commented further, “ I always try to be five steps ahead o f them, not one.”
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Joan is aware o f how parents talk and compare teachers. This is one o f the 
reasons that all the first grade teachers try to work together and present a united 
front to parents. For her teaching situation, parental involvement comes with a 
price.
Reference to co-workers
Joan reports an amicable relationship with the other first grade teachers. 
They meet occasionally as a unit for school projects. She states that “ my co- 
workers and I are not on the some wagon.” This in reference to the use of 
technology in the classroom and in “doing anything differently.” She has even 
spoken with her principal about this concern. With principal support, she does 
not let their attitudes “get her down or interfere with what she does.” Joan 
remains committed to developing new ideas for teaching and reaching her 
students.
Teaching style
Joan uses the technology in her classroom as a tool. She has software for 
all subjects and skill levels. The students use the computers to do creative 
writing and for subject reports. She told the story o f a student who had been 
straggling in a certain subject for weeks. One afternoon, she was returning 
papers and noticed significant improvement She took his picture with the digital 
camera, and the student wrote a note on the computer to Mom about his work and
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achievement. The picture and die note were printed and sent home. This
incident turned into a motivator for the entire class.
Her comments about assessment leads one to infer that while she does use
some traditional methods o f documentation for parents, she is always looking for
alternative ways o f assessing progress in her classroom. She uses student
interviews in reading and math. Interviews offered her an opportunity to interact
with the student and ask questions at higher levels o f thinking.
I’d say 99% o f the parents still like formal, graded assessment. But, some 
parents appreciate the extra effort o f a conference to talk about how far a 
child has progressed, even though the grades are C ’s. To me that’s 
learning, i f  he is progressing, and I’m happy with that.
The California Achievement Test was administered at all grade levels in the
school. She reported that students usually do very well. Joan administered the
test to her students and placed the scores in each child’s folder.
Professional concerns
Joan commented often about the element o f time. She complained o f “just 
not enough time in the day” for the things she would like to do. “If  I had the 
power to change one thing about our educational system, I would give teachers 
more tim e.. .more planning time. In this school, money is not the problem.. .time 
is.”
Joan has come to a point in her career where she thought some things 
would be easier, “more automatic.” She has discovered instead:
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There is never one class that is the same as another. I always have to 
teach a little differently. I always seem to need to do a little more research 
or change my goals a little. I always thought that at some point I would 
have a folder for every occasion. That I would reach my goal by having 
whatever I needed in my files and all I would have to do is pick it up and 
teach. But, I realize now teaching is not like that, and I don’t think it will 
ever be like that. I don’t  think it is ever going to happen.
Portrait Three: Monique. Second Grade 
School setting
Monique teaches in a neighborhood school that is located in an university 
area. The neighborhood is comprised, for the m ost part, o f working, middle class 
families. The school population is predominantly European American, and the 
school does not receive Title I funds. The school is well kept and features a large 
sign in front with messages or reminders o f important dates or events featured at 
the school.
Monique has a room in the older part o f the building. It is large and has 
windows and shelving that run across the outside wall. Her desk faces the wall in 
one comer o f the room. The children work at large rectangular tables and keep 
their supplies in plastic tubs under their chairs. The room has areas for children 
to work in groups, and there was evidence o f on-going projects (i.e., opened 
books with pages marked, large pieces of chart paper, markers, pencil colors).
All decorations in the classroom were student-made. The only teacher-made or
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purchased visuals were a short list of rules by the door and a handwriting guide 
above the front chalkboard.
Personal characteristics and experiences
Monique is a veteran teacher with eighteen years o f experience. Her 
teaching experiences include teaching in private and public schools with various 
teaching assignments in first grade through fifth grade. She is presently teaching 
second grade after fourteen years in first grade. Change has been the constant in 
her life. She has made the move from school to school and city to city in the past 
few years in order to meet the needs o f her young family. This recently divorced 
mother of four views her teaching career and her continuing education as the 
most stable parts o f her life. "My move to second grade at this time in my life is 
a very good thing.-ifs not quite as stressful as first grade."
Problems with her own children, ex-husband, and financial matters are 
handled in much the same way as she handles matters in the classroom. "I don't 
like conflict; I don't do well with conflict." This brief explanation has served her 
well in her personal life and in her classroom. She relates that she has little 
control over these personal stressors, so her recent grade level change was 
welcomed. “I think a classroom follows a teacher's personality. I don't like 
hollering and screaming. So, we go over the rules and consequences. Everybody 
knows what is expected. This has worked for me all these years.”
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Monique’s reason for choosing education as a  career was as practical and
straightforward as her manner and disposition:
When I was in  first grade, I had a wonderful, wonderful teacher. She was 
incredible. That stuck with me a good deal. The other thing was when I 
graduated from  high school, no one in my family had ever been to college. 
Thirty years ago, you became either a teacher or a nurse, unless you had 
some kind o f other outside influence. I didn't want to be a nurse.
She has never regretted her choice and now views education as a very important
part o f her life. She is motivated to do her best in the classroom and to continue
her own education by attending night classes and summer school. "The
education o f my own children is very important to m e and with the support o f my
extended family and principal, I am motivated to do m ore.”
Professional characteristics and experiences
Monique states that in her years o f teaching she has seen many subtle
changes in education. Length o f the school day, grading and assessment, and
teaching styles are related to what she considers the biggest change she views in
education as “structure.”
When I started teaching, everything was very skill-oriented, very 
structured, children in their desks, teacher giving directions, students 
following directions, just your basic reading, writhing, and arithmetic. But 
now, especially since we work so hard for school accreditation, ifs more 
o f the thinking skills rather than the basic skills. The idea is to let the 
children have more input, more thought, about and with their education. 
That's one o f the biggest differences I see.
Monique credits the support and encouragement o f her family and her 
principal as crucial to  her teaching. Her relationship w ith her principal is
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professional and trusting. "She (principal) makes me feel as though she trusts my
judgment and m y ability to do things." Monique tells of the request she made o f
her principal for money to buy multiple copies o f books for her classroom. With
a smile, but without hesitation, she stated that she thought she could find the
money. The principal has also supported Monique is her quest to move the
student desk out o f  her room and to replace them with large tables and chairs:
I really d o n t like having desks in m y room. I really like tables. My 
principal said she couldn't go out and buy me tables, but if  I could 
scrounge up some from around the school, she could probably find some 
chairs. They don't all match, but I got them.
The large tables work well in Monique's classroom. Her students work in large
and small groups. The working space o f the tables is very helpful.
Monique confidently handles m ost o f  the challenges she encounters each
day with a dedicated commitment to do what is best for the students in her
charge. Her relationship with her students is one o f genuine care and concern for
their well being. She shared a concern that she has encountered in the past and
how she approached the situation:
Occasionally, you get a child who does not fit into any o f the molds, and 
that can cause a real problem... a child who just doesn't fit in with the 
teaching and learning that goes on in your classroom. That is when I have 
to set up a  very open and large line o f  communication between the parents 
and myself. I think thaf s essential. Sometimes, feat is not enough. Then,
I have to let fee child know that I love and care about him but that I am 
responsible for the other children also. And o f course, that takes time. It 
is real hard working wife children like th a t You use all fee resources you 
have. So far, I've been very fortunate in helping provide for those 
children.
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Relationship with parents
On a day to day basis, Monique remains very accessible to the parents of
the children in her classroom. She distinguishes active parent involvement from
supportive parent involvement when she speaks o f parental involvement. This
distinction comes in part from the reality that she is a single working parent and
is a supportive parent in her own righ t
Active parental involvement means they are here. They come to school 
and they help me do things. Supportive means that whatever we are doing 
in the classroom, they support it by going over their child's work, seeing to 
it that homework is done, they see that books are read, they reinforce what 
is going on in the classroom. I f  we are doing a special project, even 
though their bodies may not be here, they might send information or 
pictures or anything they might have. That is supportive to me, and that is 
so much more important than actually being active.
She communicates to her parents through notes or phone calls. At the beginning
of each school year, parents are told if  they have a problem or a question or just
feel uncomfortable about something that may be going on at school, that “they
are free to call me any time at home or at school.” It is important to her that
parents feel that they can communicate with her at all times.
References to technology and assessment
At the tim e o f this interview, Monique's school had been vandalized and 
many computers, TV-VCR's, and laser disk components were stolen. She uses 
the equipment she has and wishes for more. Replacement o f equipment has been 
slow.
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Monique's primary way o f evaluating the students in her classroom is 
through teacher observation. She looks for evidence o f students interacting with 
one another, academically and socially. She often has the students read with a 
partner and challenge one another to "flash card" games. With a flexible 
schedule o f large and small group activities, she is able to observe and make 
suggestions for student activity. There is no ability grouping.
She literally frowns at the mention o f more formal assessments. She 
controls the types o f tests she gives her students since she has no control on the 
number required by the school system. On average, o f the ten grades required 
per subject, probably half are from written tests.
A review of the comments Monique made about teaching were mostly 
positive. The interviewer made this comment to her and she simply replied, 
"That's because I like doing what I do."
Portrait Four: Kavla. Second Grade
School setting
Kayla teaches second grade at a middle school campus, which services 
students from pre-kindergarten to grade eight The school has a population o f 
1150 students from the small community and surrounding farmland. The students 
are predominantly European American. The low socio-economic status o f the 
school enrollment qualifies the school for Title I funding. The school campus is
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a renovated high school site. As a result, the buildings are arranged in clusters 
and some o f the buildings are connected by covered walkways.
Kayla occupies a temporary building. Her classroom is small with very 
little natural light She has no storage and few options for room arrangem ent 
Space is a problem. Steps leading to the building make it very difficult to bring 
in equipment, and her distance from her co-workers makes sharing equipment or 
even ideas difficult
Personal characteristics and experiences
Kayla has six years o f teaching experience. She has taught second grade 
for five years. She re-entered the teaching profession two years ago after taking 
ten years o ff for family care. Her decision to become a teacher was rooted in her 
childhood play. When she entered college in the late 70's, she changed majors 
six times before entering the college o f education. "Once I got into education, I 
knew I was where I should be." She reported no regrets.
Kayla feels fortunate that teaching is the kind o f profession that makes re­
entry after ten years possible. While she admits that the classes that she took to 
renew her certification were minimal requirements, what she learned at home 
with her children was rich and meaningful.
I think being a Mom helps me to do things better here at school. I know 
what it is like to have a child come home with stories about school. Now I 
understand what they are doing, and where they are coming from. I am 
more patient with my students, and I understand parents better too. I 
understand when parents don't figure out things automatically. I realize
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they may never have received any o f  my notes. As a parent, sometimes I 
would get notes home and wonder what the teacher was talking about!
She is also more aware o f how sensitive children can be. Watching her own
children has helped her to know that children experience strong feelings, "that
they take little things very hard."
Kayla is very comfortable with children and with herself as a teacher and a
Mom. She admits that she is not a "bubbly star" and even she finds herself
boring sometimes. When she feels that things are a little dull, she makes use o f
her musical talents and starts to sing to the children. That always seems to "pep it
up" and the children enjoy music and singing.
Kayla comes from a family o f educators. Her husband, mother and father
in-law, sister, and sisters in-law are teachers. She is able to use them as resources
in the classroom and help with child-care. Their ideas and their support are
important to her.
Professional characteristics and experiences
Kayla's present teaching environment offers challenges on a daily basis. 
The teachers from the other five sections o f  second grade meet with her weekly. 
The meetings are held primarily to discuss their participation in school-wide 
projects like fundraisers or school projects. The meetings are not for curriculum 
planning or to share ideas about their teaching practice. She is separated from the 
other second grade classrooms and unable to share equipment because o f distance
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and outside steps. On the other hand, she states that the advantages o f lower
noise levels, and very few interruptions are nice.
Time is a important factor in Kayla's daily practice. She refers to time in
many different ways. First, because o f the thirty to forty minute commute to
school from her home, she complains o f spending too much time on the road. In
the mornings she feels that time is taken away from her classroom preparations,
and in the evening, she loses time at home. Secondly, she feels that she does not
have sufficient planning time. "I spend a great deal o f my planning time walking
my class to and from P.E. or music or the library." The time she has left is spent
gathering materials, answering request from the office, and taking a bathroom
break. Thirdly, she points to the problem o f time in the classroom to manage
centers, and meet the school system requirements on the number o f grades
needed in each subject per grading period. She finds it difficult to individualize
instruction when the required texts must be followed.
Besides the problem o f time, Kayla also experienced some conflict with
the administration. As mentioned before, due to the size o f the school campus,
the school principal services pre-kindergarten to eighth grade. An assistant
principal has been assigned to the school and has been placed over pre-
kindergarten, kindergarten, first, and second grades.
It is difficult to know who to go to sometimes. I am required to answer to 
both people. It is complicated and sometimes they do not agree. They 
often have different opinions, and die teacher just has to wait for a
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decision. He (principal) is very intimidating. I usually talk to the 
assistant. She is the one who observes my teaching and she also handles 
any discipline problems.
Kayla recalled the days she taught for "just one boss" as being much easier. As
she gains more experience in her present situation she has become more sure of
which "boss" to approach for any given situation.
Parent involvement is minimal. Kayla reports that most o f her parents
work so she communicates with them through notes or memos. She is always
conscious o f how parents react to school issues. It is important to her that her
students be excited about what goes on at school and that they share that with
their parents.
I want kids to go home and tell their parents about the good things we 
have done. That goes back to what I like to hear from my own kids when 
I get home. When I hear parents say that their child was excited about 
something we have done in class, I really feel encouraged.
References to teaching style
Kayla uses whole group instruction for most subject areas. She finds it 
most difficult to teach reading in whole groups. "It is very hard to keep them all 
on the same skill, or even to keep their attention." She follows the “teaching 
ideas” o f the adopted reading series for the school system.
Even though space is a real problem, she does have centers set up around 
the room. She has two computer stations, a writing center, math center, and a 
science center. "Centers reflect the instruction that is taking place in various
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subjects." She uses centers to enrich and to challenge her students to learn more 
about what is being studied in class. Because space is a problem, the students 
often take what they need from the center and return to their desk to complete the 
task or read the information.
Kayla also finds it difficult to provide her students with the kind of 
equipment and items needed to do experiments or hands-on-activities. She 
reports borrowing the items or buying them is a real problem. Her use o f the TV- 
VCR is also limited by the difficulty o f getting it into her building and the need to 
share this piece o f equipment with the other second grade classes. She does have 
access to an overhead projector. The students use it to practice writing and in 
problem solving.
Assessment is done formally with unit and chapter tests. She admits to 
hating tests and would like use other types o f assessment. She believes it is 
difficult to get "the true picture" o f a students progress with a standardized test 
like the California Achievement Test 
Professional concerns
The biggest change Kayla has noticed in education since her return has
been a change in attitude. She finds that the attitude o f  students and parents has
changed in regards to teachers and the importance o f education.
Most parents no longer support teachers. The attitude they have towards 
the school is not as good. You have kids who don't think as highly o f 
school and they get by with a lot of things they shouldn't. The behavior is
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really, really different. Kids are louder and more disrespectful. They are 
just more rambunctious.
Portrait Five: Cvnthia. Third Grade
School setting
Cynthia teaches in a neighborhood school that is located in a racially 
mixed area. The school is predominantly African American and receives Title I 
funds. The school was built in the late sixties and reflects the architecture o f the 
time. It has an open design, with large glass doors and windows at the covered 
entrance. A visitor to the school must walk through a large indoor courtyard area 
to reach any o f the classrooms. This open area is furnished with couches and 
stuffed chairs. It is used as a waiting area or simply a place to visit.
Cynthia's room is located in the courtyard area. Every inch o f her room is 
used for student activity. She has centers set up with games or activities that are 
related to various subject areas. A computer station is used as a center area.
Each day a different group o f children have unlimited access to the computer. 
There is a choice o f games related to reading or math ready for their use. The 
reading center is a replication o f the Little House on the Prairie and contains 
some reading material, but students usually bring their own material into the 
setting. The students are assigned desks but are free to move about the room to 
complete assignments when appropriate. The room is organized and ordered.
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Personal characteristics and experiences
Cynthia has been a teacher for twenty-eight years. She has taught third 
grade for eighteen years. Her boisterous and energetic manner is highlighted by 
her keen sense o f humor. She does not believe she was "called" to be a teacher, 
rather it was her husband that insisted that she find a job. She received her 
degree in elementary education and has been working hard at her profession ever 
since that time.
After some reflection, she relates a great deal o f what she now does in the
classroom, back to her childhood and her experiences in elementary school.
My father was a disciplinarian. He never let us have any fun. I believe 
that is why I think that learning should be fun. My father did not think 
much o f me or my siblings. But, in third grade I had a teacher that liked 
me. She asked me to spend the night at her house. Even though my daddy 
did not let me go, she made me feel like I was the most important person 
in that class. That's what I do with my children. I try to have them feel 
important.
Cynthia sees these early experiences as important influences in her daily life both 
in and out of the classroom. With the support o f her husband and her daughter, 
she has worked to create a safe and secure environment for children to leam and 
have fun. Her personal philosophy about teaching is a reflection o f these 
experiences:
I am a person who believes that every child can be reached and I'm going 
to try to reach every child in my classroom in every way. If  a child is not 
passing tests, that child is not a failure. I am the failure. So, I am going to 
try some other way to reach that child. I believe that learning should be 
fun. I have a sense o f humor. Children know that they can come to me
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with their problems. If  I have said something that I'm sorry for, I always 
apologize to the child. But, I try to think before I speak and consider their 
feelings. A person's personality has a lot to do with what they get out o f 
children and m y children seem to enjoy my hum or and my concern for 
them.
Professional characteristics and experiences
The biggest changes Cynthia has experienced in education has been in the
areas o f technology and in teaching styles. She reports that she used the TV or
computer more than the blackboard and she no longer teaches in small groups.
While she no longer groups her students, she expressed concerns about gaining
and maintaining student attention and her own inability to observe her students as
closely as she would like. She expressed her dissatisfaction with this example o f
top-down policy as one o f the factors that have a negative impact on her practice.
No one ever asked die classroom teachers about this. Our system adopted 
a new reading series and now we do not group. Classroom teachers 
should be consulted on everything that will affect them or the children. I 
think that all teachers should be able to vote on things that are going to 
affect them, their job, and the children. That is where I believe every 
school system could improve.
Another negative aspect o f teaching is a lack o f parental involvement.
Cynthia has worked hard throughout her teaching career to communicate with the
parents o f the children in her classroom.
I feel that children could do 100% better if  the parents would show more 
interest. I always send home daily papers w ith an attached sheet that 
shows them exacdy what the child needs to work on or complete. The 
parents that heed this communication and do something about it, have 
children that always begin to improve. It think that if  more parents would
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get involved in their child's education, every child could be a success 
story.
Cynthia is quick to add that she knows that many parents have good excuses for 
their lack o f involvem ent When she meets with diem or talks to diem she 
confronts them with the reality o f the situation for their child: "You're not doing 
your Mama job." In order for things to get better for the student, Cynthia knows 
that the home has to be a part o f the solution. She offers ideas and suggestions to 
parents on how to help their child and hopes that they will follow through.
A lack o f  parental involvement has not hampered Cynthia's efforts to teach 
or her commitment to help her students succeed academically. "Children are 
children and I don't care where they come from...it's what you do with them at 
school that makes a difference." With the support of her principal and her co­
workers, she has seen many examples o f success through the years.
Our principal disciplines with an iron hand, but the children know they 
can go talk to him. He knows every single child, their personality, and 
what will work best with them. He is in the classroom and on the 
playground. He doesn't stay in his office. He is always ready to support 
good teaching, and he walks around this school expecting to see i t
Cynthia often refers to her co-workers as family. They share ideas and
they share the workload. It is very common for them to m eet outside o f die
school setting for socializing and fun. She reports that when a new teacher is
hired, the grade level teachers help her "to fit in" in any way they can.
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References to students
While it seems that a lot o f testing goes on in the third grade, Cynthia
admits that the tests only represent the minimum standards as set by the state.
She is constantly encouraging her students to move beyond those standards.
Our students do very well on the state tests. We (faculty) know what is 
required, and we prepare the students for the tests. We have some 
children who make perfect scores, and that is very rewarding. But, I tell 
them and I tell their parents that is not enough. The state tests for 
multiplication facts from zero to five, I ask my students to learn the facts 
to ten. I want my children to know they can go on and reach for higher 
levels, set higher goals. That is what all the teachers here do.
Former students often return to Cynthia's door to share their report card or
to have her look at their papers. In addition, she gets graduation invitations every
year from former students. This year a former student who now resides out of
state sent invitations and pictures to four different teachers in the school. She is
very proud o f the impact she and her co-workers have had in their students' lives.
I am a part o f my children's lives. I go to my children's football games, 
baseball games, basketball games, and to little girl's dancing recital. I feel 
that that is important too. It is important to me that the children feel that 
their teacher cares enough to go to these things. It also helps to build a 
great rapport in your classroom.
Assessment and technology
Cynthia uses the prescribed tests for reading and math that are 
recommended by the school system. Her daily grades come from a variety of 
activities. Some o f the activities and games that Cynthia uses in her classroom 
are related to what she calls “old fashioned drilling.” Cynthia believes that
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“drilling” children for math facts is “one thing that should not go out o f style in 
education.”
If  you can’t add and can 't subtract without using your fingers, then one 
day you will run out o f fingers. W e play games. I place strips on the 
board with facts and different teams o f children complete them. They earn 
points with the math games, and I give daily check-ups. As soon as a 
student has mastered a set o f tacts, then he moves on. Everybody works at 
their own pace, but they all work. I believe that drill cannot be stopped.
Cynthia uses technology in much the same fashion as she uses the various
teacher-made games in her room .. .to make learning fun. “You can 't teach kids
with workbooks anymore.” She continued to comment that the use o f technology
is a wonderful way to provide a “well rounded program.”
Portrait Six: Debbie Third firadft
School setting
Debbie is a third grade teacher in a  small community outside the city that 
is the center o f this local school system. She met me in the parking lot simply 
because it was much like a maze to find her classroom. She pointed out the 
various corridors that led to classrooms at each grade level. They were 
uncluttered, with no bulletin boards on the walls, uniform in color, and were only 
marked by room numbers by the doors. The school had recently been painted 
and nothing was to be placed on the walls or doors. The school population is 
predominantly European American with a  low socio-economic status and a Title
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I classification. It is located near local industries and retained a steady 
enrollment during the last few years.
Debbie's classroom is large, and the student desks are arranged in a 
horseshoe shape around the room. There are areas in the front and in the back o f 
the room with tables and chairs. Students have access to two computer stations, 
their own calculators and language spelling masters and listening stations. A TV- 
VCR is also available for videos that accompany die reading and science series. 
Her storage area is hidden by colorful curtains. There are large paper vines and 
drawings and computer generated stories covering the back wall which represents 
a project on the rain forest that the class is completing.
Personal characteristics and experiences
Debbie is a teacher with 11 years o f experience. She taught first grade for 
seven years and third grade the last 4  years. Her degree is in elementary 
education with certification in kindergarten. She spoke about her teaching 
experiences with excitement and dedication. While she does not live in the 
community in which the school is located, she enjoys the people and the “spirit” 
o f the area.
Her move from first to third grade was by her request W hen she began 
teaching, she never imagined that she would ever want to teach any grade other 
than first. It was her memory o f her first grade teacher that inspired her to 
become a teacher.
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My first grade teacher was just super, super! I remember it just like it was 
yesterday. I remember things she taught about reading. I remember 
standing up in front o f the class. I remember doing spelling bees, and just 
reading and retelling stories and her laughing and drawing, and playing 
with us. I remember thinking, “I'm going to do this.” I didn't just want to 
be a teacher, I wanted to be a first grade teacher. So, when I got an offer 
for a first grade position, I was so happy.
Debbie remembers staying after school with some o f her classmates to "practice
teaching." Her teacher would work with them and they would read and write
with one another. At school the next day, Debbie’s first grade teacher would
send a group o f children to work with Debbie. She recalls the events vividly and
laughs to realize that her "old first grade teacher" was using "peer tutoring" back
then.
Debbie speaks with pride about her two children and her husband. They
have been an important part o f her life and staunch supporters o f her teaching.
Her family is always available to help with school projects.
My husband and I had fun doing a set o f homework videos. I made them 
after hearing complaints about not understanding certain assignments.
The kids and die parents just loved them. It gave the kids the opportunity 
to see a lesson taught again and it gave parents a better idea o f how I 
teach. I don't need to use them every year. Some classes need them more 
than others.
Debbie also credits her family for their understanding o f her "moods." She 
admits to not being able to leave school problems at school. Her family listens 
and makes suggestions.
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Debbie admits, "I give a lot." Her husband says she gives "over and 
above” on everything she does. It is not unusual for her to work until two or 
three in the morning on costumes for plays or special assignments for her class.
"I like teaching. It is the best thing in the world to do. I tell everybody and I 
mean it.”
Professional characteristics and experiences
Debbie experienced "teacher burn-out" while teaching first grade. She 
began to feel she needed a change and that she "wasn't good for the students."
She welcomed the change to third grade in the same school. "When I got to 
third, I appreciated first grade teachers even more." With a renewed spirit she set 
about becoming a competent third grade teacher.
Debbie spoke often about one particular class prior to this school year. 
Even though she referred to it as "a bad year," she never missed a day o f school. 
She reports that it "frightened her" to think o f a substitute with that particular 
class of students.
I tried everything with that group. There are students in that group who 
have potential. It's there! I see it! But, the home life was not there. I 
would call parents and beg them to help out. I would have them sign 
contracts to sit and read or listen to their child read for ten minutes a day.
I was so naive that I thought everything would be fine. But, I never gave 
up trying to find something that would work. I have to believe I reached 
some o f the students and some o f  the parents.
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Debbie admits that her "moodiness" sometimes is misinterpreted by her
co-workers. She confessed that she may seem to be uncooperative, when in fact
she just needs more time to consider new ideas.
I think sometimes they (co-workers) are afraid o f me. I try to explain to 
new teachers that I'm just moody. Teachers who know me, understand 
me. When I don't meet with them at the beginning o f the year, it is only 
because I like to meet my class before I make my plans. I like to do things 
my way. They do understand th a t I can't walk into my classroom and 
teach things like another teacher. Teachers have their own personalities. 
But, there is nothing wrong with sharing ideas and making them  fit you 
and your class. That is what I do.
Debbie shares further that she believes that there are many different ways to
teach the same thing. She searches for the ways that will "get across” to her
students. She likes to joke and have fun with her teaching and the students have
fun with her.
I try to bring in interesting things...things that are relevant to what we are 
learning. This catches their attention. I know that my teaching may not be 
like their teaching. I can teach math in my social studies lesson. This is 
how I like to teach.
Reference to parents
Parents do not affect the way Debbie teaches. She does not ignore them 
but she is the teacher. She respects them and often ask their help in evaluating 
books and videos for appropriateness. She has found them to be supportive with 
the exception o f the "bad year."
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Assessment- technology and closing remarks
Debbie considers state tests and standardized tests as instruments that 
inform her about her teaching. Her own grades come in the form o f  the usual 
chapter tests, graded work, and chapter reviews. She also depends on alternate 
forms of assessment. Her students are required to give oral reports, retell stories, 
and create new story endings for familiar stories. She also gets grades from the 
many group projects that her students choose to do.
Debbie reported that the computer lab has dramatically changed her 
students’ attitude about math. Computer Core Curriculum (CCC Lab) is a 
program funded by Title I. Her students visit the CCC Lab for twenty minutes 
each day for math or reading instruction. Debbie insisted that she needs to be 
involved with her students at the computers. She perceives her role as that o f 
“motivator.” She cheers them on, and they have responded with much success. 
She reported that even the slower students have made great progress.”
Debbie excitedly added these thoughts as our interview was nearing 
completion. She referred to her kids as wonderful.. .they live to read .. .they are 
excited about learning. “You know, I talk a lo t I can be a bit overwhelming. 
But, I’m here for the kids.”
Conclusion: Analysis o f High DAP Teachers
The primary source o f data utilized in this study was the responses, 
comments, and conversations o f die teachers from the interviews. However,
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survey responses from each teacher were also available to confirm or clarify 
reported data. The Primary Teachers’ Beliefs and Practice Survey (Buchannan 
et al., 1998) contained a section assessing teachers’ perception o f  rank order 
influence on personal classroom instruction. A ranking o f 1 through 6 (l=most 
influence; 6=least influence) on the influence parents, school system policy, 
principal, self, state regulations, and other teachers was completed by all but one 
o f the High DAP teachers.
The five teachers who completed this section of the survey all marked 
“self’ as the number one influence. This sense o f self as important, influential, 
and competent was a major theme that emerged from the data o f  the teachers who 
reported high developmentally appropriate beliefs and practices.
Teacher autonomy
Teacher autonomy as defined in this study refers to a strong sense or trust 
o f self, which contributes to growing independence and empowerment. Tina and 
Joan (first grade), Monique and Kayla (second grade), and Debbie and Cynthia 
(third grade) expressed varying degrees o f autonomy. These teachers were 
cognizant o f school system mandates and principal and parent expectations, but 
they did not perceive themselves as controlled by diem. Their commitment was 
to their students.
This group o f teachers viewed students as active learners and equal 
partners in the classroom. Debbie and Cynthia challenged their third graders to
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“reach higher7’ than the minimal competencies required by state tests. Monique 
(second grade) speaks with confidence about her success in reaching students, but 
is troubled by the “occasional student” whose needs place him at odds with the 
routine o f the classroom. Kayla’s (second grade) sensitivity to her students’ 
“feelings” contributes to her patience as a teacher. Tina and Joan speak of their 
first grade students with concern for their educational success as well as their 
self-worth. These examples illustrate their concern for the children in their 
classes as students and as human beings.
Each teacher speaks o f the importance of having a positive relationship 
with others in the workplace as important. However, their relationship with 
others (co-workers, principal) does not interfere with what they believe to be best 
practice. For each teacher, building and maintaining positive relationships have 
been different. But, with or without the support o f colleagues and administrators, 
they remain outspoken and focused on their students.
Tina (first grade) sometimes worries what her co-workers think about her 
teaching. But, she remains steadfast in her convictions to promote active 
learning. Joan continues to integrate her first grade curriculum with cutting-edge 
technology while her grade level colleagues continue with a more traditional 
approach. Monique (second grade) boldly removes student desks from her 
classroom, never expecting her co-workers to follow or to understand. Kayla
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(second grade) struggles with building a positive relationship with her 
administrator as she grows in experience and confidence. Debbie and Cynthia 
(third grade) strongly object to the “top-down” decisions, especially in regard to 
the teaching o f reading, that involve teachers and teaching “without asking the 
teachers!” The actions o f these teachers are in response to student needs and to 
what they believe to be important in their practice. Debbie (third grade) 
commented, “I may not teach the way some others teach, but I’m going to teach 
the way it is going to get across to my kids.” Each o f these teachers voiced 
similar views.
Teacher efficacy
Teacher efficacy is defined as teachers’ beliefs about their ability to teach 
effectively and about the ability o f their students to learn (Ashton & Webb,
1986). Five o f the six teachers shared strong beliefs about their ability to have a 
positive effect on student learning. These teachers report a strong sense o f 
teaching efficacy. They believe that what they do in the classroom can make a 
difference regardless o f  student circumstances. This belief was also evident in 
their comments related to the importance o f teaching and to the satisfaction they 
find in their chosen profession.
Tina (first grade) shared about her childhood and the teachers who made a 
difference in her life. These early memories have supported her in her career and 
in her strong belief that she can make a difference. “I think one person can make
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a difference. I don’t think I can change every life in the room .. .but if  I only help 
one, that would be worth it to me.” Tina speaks o f  her students and tells them 
that education is their “way out”. She acknowledges their circumstances, and 
offers them a chance to have a better life.
Joan (first grade) viewed her teaching practice as “a job that you continue 
to grow in.” In her teaching environment, she no longer sees herself as the only 
source o f knowledge for her students. She challenges her students with new 
technology and exposes them to different ways o f  teaching and learning. “I 
prepare them for the future.. .not for knowing the sounds that the letter C makes.” 
Cynthia (third grade) remarked, “I never believe that any child is lost. 
There is always something the teacher can do to help.” These emphatic 
statements are representative o f Cynthia’s beliefs about her ability to make a 
difference in her students’ educational lives. She uses her sense o f humor and 
positive attitude to make learning fen for her students. “I think a person’s 
personality has a lot to do with what they get out o f  children.” Cynthia uses her 
personality to cajole success from her students.
Debbie (third grade) was eager to share her experience with one class that 
was a particular challenge. She shared her excitement and frustration openly.
She recalled that throughout the year she thought feat there were students in that 
class “with real potential.” She always believed she could make a difference, and 
she never stopped trying.
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Monique’s classroom space was different from the others in this study. It 
was a reflection o f Monique’s teaching style and beliefs. Ownership o f  the room 
was shared among the students. As mentioned in the classroom description, the 
absence of teacher-made materials was noteworthy. The space, the tables, the 
books and resources were for the students. Her classroom was filled with 
evidence of student work in progress. She provided a variety o f activities and 
projects for student interaction.
Kayla (second grade) was more reserved in her comments. Her teaching 
situation was different than the other teachers in the group o f High DAP teachers. 
Her teaching position and her classroom space was temporary. She also faced 
issues of accountability with her principal and was separated from her co-workers 
outside the main school building. While her setting seemed isolated, her soft- 
spoken manner and calm personality allowed her to view her circumstances as 
temporary and her focus was doing the best she could with the students in her 
class.
Teacher viewpoints
Technology. All the teachers use the technology that is available to them 
to enhance instruction and as a motivational tool. It appeared that the computers 
were used mostly as a “scaffolding” tool (Vygotsky, 1978). This was 
demonstrated in the Computer Core Curriculum (CCC Lab) where the computer 
took on die role o f the capable adult or peer as die program moved the students
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on to more challenging levels. Debbie (third grade) was delighted with her
students* progress but w as quick to comment on her role. “I’m in there. I’m
monitoring. I’m walking around. And I’m pushing. I’m motivating.”
With her training  and equipment, Joan (first grade) was able to challenge
her students and satisfy her parents’ and principal's request to “expose” students
to technology across the curriculum. “How can children be happy with my words
when they are exposed to  so much in the world? That's what technology does. It
opens all avenues for learning.”
Assessment The school system policy for grades and assessment for the
elementary grades in this study included requirements for the number o f grades
per subject area (ten) and the reporting o f grades every six weeks o f the school
year. While each o f the six teachers admit to following school policy on the
number o f grades, each reported modifications o f testing standards to meet the
needs o f students. Tina (first grade) commented, “There are many different ways
to get grades without a paper and a pencil.” Monique (second grade) frowned at
the use o f formal assessments. Joan (first grade) spoke o f her grading system:
For the grade book, I do some o f the old traditional ways o f testing and 
looking at scores. Then, I do a lot o f student interviews. I like to take 
everything one step further.. .if they have the skill, I 'll look for 
application. That is not easy in first grade. I play store with them ...have 
them count back change, and add the number o f items I’ve bought
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Debbie (third grade) reported that she gets grades from class projects and from 
teacher observations as well as written tests. She believes in assessing her 
students in a variety o f  ways.
Changes in education. In the interviews, some o f the High DAP teachers 
responded to an inquiry concerning changes in education that they have 
experienced in their careers. Monique (second grade) used the term “structure” 
in reference to die changes she has experienced in her teaching career. She 
recalled that when she began her teaching career, “everything was very skill- 
oriented, very structured.” She commented further that she has seen a change 
from “basic skills to thinking skills.” Monique perceived this change as a move 
to “let the children have more input into their education.” She considered this to 
be “a good thing.”
Cynthia (third grade) reported the m ajor change she has experienced has 
been in technology and in grouping practices. Throughout most o f her years as 
a teacher, she “grouped children by ability” for every subject Today, she often 
finds it difficult to teach, keep children on task, and provide help for some 
students while working in large groups.
Kayla (second grade) pointed to a change in attitude about education from 
students and parents. “Behavior is really different Students are louder and more 
disrespectful.” Kayla was the only teacher in this group to comment on student 
behavior in a negative manner.
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Summary
What personal and professional characteristics and experiences are 
expressed by teachers who report high developmentally appropriate beliefs and 
practices? First, as a collective, these teachers expressed a strong sense o f self as 
being competent, capable, and professional. Second, their autonomous 
characteristics enable them to focus on the needs o f their students above all else. 
Third, their positive references to students and to their teaching ability to affect 
their students indicates a strong sense o f teaching efficacy. Fourth, these teachers 
perceive certain issues in their profession as challenging and problematic without 
being hopeless. They are personally motivated by their faith that all children can 
learn.
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CHAPTER 5 
PORTRAITS OF SIX LOW DAP TEACHERS 
This chapter contains six individualized portraits o f teachers who report 
low developmentally appropriate beliefs and practices based upon data gathered 
from surveys and interviews. Initial identification for participation in this study 
was based upon survey responses from the Primary Teachers’ Belief and 
Practices Survey (Buchanan et al., 1998). The review o f  literature (Chapter 2) 
contains a discussion o f DAP and a listing o f relevant principles for the primary 
grades from the NAEYC position statement o f Developmentally Appropriate 
Practice in Early Childhood Programs (Bredekamp,1987) is referenced as 
Appendix C. These descriptive portraits were developed to discover what 
personal and professional characteristics and experiences these teachers 
expressed in relation to their teaching practice.
The teachers are Helen and Linda (first grade), Carol and Lucy (second 
grade), and Sally and Mary (third grade). Each portrait begins with a description 
of the school setting and a brief description o f the classroom. This is followed by 
information reported by each teacher during the interview process. To determine 
emerging themes and commonalties o f professional and personal characteristics 
and experiences, the chapter concludes with a cross-case analysis o f the data 
from the collection o f portraits o f teachers who report low developmentally 
appropriate beliefs and practices.
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Portrait Seven: Helen. First Grade 
School setting
Helen teaches at an inner-city school located in a predominantly African- 
American neighborhood. As a Title I school, Helen’s students are serviced by 
classroom tutors for reading and math instruction. The school is well 
maintained, and the hallways have numerous displays promoting student pride 
and achievement.
Helen’s classroom was bright, cheerful, and orderly. There was a 
computer station in one comer o f the room. The student desks were arranged in 
rows facing the writing board. Helen’s desk was located near the door.
Personal characteristics and experience
Helen is a certified elementary teacher with eleven years o f experience. 
She has taught first grade for eight years. She is married with no children. Helen 
has always taught in the same school but under the leadership o f three different 
principals. She was brief in her comments but pleasant.
Professional characteristics and experiences
Helen stated that the greatest change she has experienced in education
during her teaching career has been in the area o f reading. “It’s gone from
phonics to literature based program s.. .whole language.” She also noted a change
in discipline. She stated that discipline problems were her “greatest hindrance.”
Parents don’t back me on discipline. I f  you call and tell them that their 
child is distracting the class or whatever, die child comes back the next 
day with no improvement or anything. It is a  problem getting parents to
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help me with discipline. Continuing with her comments about parents, 
Helen views their lack o f support as a lack o f interest. She believes that 
the students in her class “get more attention at school than at home.”
Helen’s experiences with her present principal have been positive. She
relates that the principal has made a number o f changes during her first two years
as an administrator. Helen pleasantly refers to the principal as “whipping things
into shape.”
The last two principals we had were pretty lenient Our new principal has 
high expectations. She wants us to raise test scores. We are expected to 
really work hard on that testing. Tutors work with us in the classroom so 
that we might provide more one-on-one instruction. We have weekly 
grade-level meetings to check our pacing, share ideas, and plan teaching 
units. These meetings are documented and reported to the principal.
W hile Helen finds the changes challenging, she admits that they were necessary
and even helpful to her teaching practice. “She shook filings up, but we needed
it.” She admits that the whole staff was “getting lazy.” Everyone has gotten the
message that “we have to work harder.”
References to assessment
Helen’s primary source for grades is through testing. She also evaluates 
their reading ability through “worksheets, oral reading, and their interest in 
things.” Graded papers are sent home weekly. Report cards are sent home every 
six-weeks.
Technology
Helen has one computer, a TV-VCR, an overhead projector, and listening 
stations in her room. Her comments on the use o f  this equipment follows:
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The computer is used as a free choice activity. The TV-VCR are used to 
support your lesson plans. I also put games or activities on the computer 
that are related to what we are doing in die classroom. Since I have a 
printer for the computer, the children also use it to write and print stories. 
I use it a lo t to make work sheets. I can type a worksheet, print it out, and 
go run it off. It is very handy to have it in the room.
References to students
Helen reported that she has been successful this year in placing some of 
her weaker students in special classes. She referred to herself as “the queen o f 
referrals.” She had very few references to students in the interview. When 
questioned about student progress over the first grade year, she remarked that 
“having them read books at the end of the year” was her measure o f progress. 
Portrait Eight: Linda. First Grade 
School setting
Linda teaches in the same school as Monique (High DAP, 2nd grade). 
Unlike Monique, her classroom was located in the new wing o f the building.
The room was large with ample storage space for students and teacher. Student 
desks were arranged in rows facing one o f the chalkboards. A computer station 
was centrally located along one wall, and a TV-VCR was stationed along the 
opposite wall. The room was decorated with a variety o f craft-type projects. 
Colorful coffee filter butterflies hung from the ceiling; vegetable prints trimmed 
the door, and art work hung drying by the window. There was a display o f 
photographs from class trips at the entrance o f the room. The room was very 
comfortable and inviting.
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Personal characteristics and experiences
Linda has a degree in Early Childhood Education and has 13 years 
teaching experience in public and private schools. She recently changed schools 
and grade levels. Prior to teaching first grade at this school, Linda taught at the 
same school as Tina (High DAP). Linda is married and the mother o f two 
children. Her love for children was an important part o f her decision to become a 
teacher.
I have always loved kids. I*ve always felt comfortable around kids.
While I was in college, I couldn’t  decide between nursing or teaching. So 
I did some volunteer work at the hospital and found I got too attached to 
the patients. I knew that I couldn't do that type o f work. I went into 
teaching and I really do love it.
Linda’s family is very supportive o f  her job and the extra hours she works at
home. She is young, energetic, and happy with her recent move to first grade
and to a different school.
I was mainly looking for kids that really wanted to work, to learn, and for 
parents that would be helpful. I did not have that where I was before. It 
really wears you down. You work so hard, and you don’t seem to go very 
high. You can’t. You just do the basics. You hope that they (students) 
would just get the basics. Whereas with these children, you are able to 
teach the basics and expand on their knowledge. I was ready for a change. 
I needed something that would expand my teaching, you know, not so 
confined to one thing.
Linda’s response to any inquiry about her personality was answered in 
relationship to her students. She often spoke o f her affection for children and her 
desire to work with diem. Linda describes herself as a “visual learner.” This too 
represents a connection she feels to the students she teaches. “I feel that if  you’re
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doing, you're more apt to learn than just sitting and listening.” She explained 
how important it was to her to “be busy” and how she liked her students to be 
busy too. “I don’t  like an idle child.”
Professional characteristics and experiences
After graduation from college, Linda felt that she was prepared to teach.
Her experiences in the classroom during student teaching were the most valuable.
Since that tim e, she admitted to seeing a lot o f changes in education. She stated
that the children and their parents have changed the most.
The children have changed quite a bit from being respectful to the teacher. 
Well, this is a very good school about respecting the teacher and adults. 
But, at the school I was at before, it was hard. Parent involvement at the 
other school was not there. They didn’t  even know who you were when 
you called. You could never reach parents. And then, you come over 
here and the parents worry too much! But, I would rather have parents 
who are really interested in their child’s education. It is easier to teach.
Linda continues to explain that while she feels parents play an important role in
the education o f their children, she does not change what she does in the
classroom to cater to parents. “I f  it is right for the children, I’m going to do it
that way.” She feels that the curriculum is specific, and she follows it closely.
Her past experiences in first grade have given her the confidence to relieve the
concerns o f parents about questions they may have about new reading programs
or any changes in the curriculum. “Because o f my experience, I know what
skills are important, so I add or pull from other resources to supplement the tex t”
Her relationship with her principal and her co-workers are a positive part
of her working environment. A t the request o f her principal, the first grade
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teachers “team  teach”. She explains that this is one way children can experience 
different teachers and teaching. Each o f the teachers teach their own reading, 
and the other subject areas are divided among the three teachers. She reports that 
this type o f teaching requires that she and her co-workers not only work closely, 
but that they be consistent in their discipline and expectations.
Test scores are very important to her principal. Linda considers her 
relationship with her as being very “up front.” She enjoys an honest and open 
line o f communication with the principal.
References to things least liked about teaching
Meetings after school were a major concern to Linda. She found them to
be “time taken away from my teaching preparations.” The element of “time”
was also brought up whenever she spoke o f her efforts to provide “hands-on”
activities for her students. She was also very sensitive to her position as a
teacher in the community.
I think the community as a whole supports teachers. But, sometimes, 
somebody takes something and twists it around where it sounds as though 
you have said something you didn’t say o r didn’t do .. .and then it gets into 
the community and rumors sta rt That is a challenge.
Assessment
Observations and paperwork were the prim ary means Linda used to assess 
student progress and achievement Her observations were described as informal 
and relaxed. “I ju st walk around the room, and ask questions, and check to see if  
they are on task or need help.”
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Her grades come from test scores, workbook pages, or worksheets. “I’ll 
try to do a hands-on activity or game with them and then a worksheet for 
individual accountability.” Papers go home every day and report cards, every six 
weeks. She also sends home a mid-six-weeks report to inform parents on the 
status o f their child’s grade. She admits that this does add up to a lot o f 
paperwork.
Technology
Linda assesses her use o f technology in the classroom as growing. She 
would like to build a software library that would be appropriate for her students. 
She has the use o f one computer station in her classroom, and scheduled daily 
time in a computer lab. Linda recognizes the need to “expose” her students to 
more time with technology.
Portrait Nine: Carol. Second Grade
School Setting
Carol teaches second grade in an elementary school located in a rapidly 
growing area o f town. The school services a population consisting of 
predominantly middle and upper class families. The students are predominantly 
European Americans. The school grounds are neatly landscaped, and die play 
area has a variety o f outdoor equipment. Inside the building, bright and colorful 
locator flags are hung above the entrances o f the office, library, and cafeteria. 
Student work is displayed on bulletin boards outside classroom doors.
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Carol’s room is a t the end o f a long hall. There are lots o f  windows and 
storage space. She has a  computer station and a large horseshoe shaped table at 
one end o f the room. The students have desks arranged in long rows facing the 
dry erase marker board. There are directions for the next day’s morning work 
written on the board. Student-made mobiles hang from the ceiling. There are no 
bulletin boards inside the classroom. A TV-VCR, overhead projector, tape 
recorder, record player, and film projector are also in the classroom.
Personal characteristics and experiences
Carol has a degree in Early Childhood Education and has eight years o f
teaching experience in the public school system. She has taught second grade for
seven years. She is an energetic mother o f four-year old twin boys, an aerobic
instructor, and an active member o f a ballet company. Carol, her husband, and
all members o f her extended family are products o f the private school system.
She admits to a dilemma she and her husband are facing as to the kind o f school
they will select for their own sons.
Working in a public school has opened my eyes quite a bit. Although I 
see a lot o f pluses in die public schools because o f the amount o f money 
spent in the classroom, I’ve noticed the difference in the children right 
away. I think the rules are much stricter in a private school, and there are 
just more regimented boundaries in a private school. In the public schools 
things are a little more free. I had a hard time with that at firs t There is a 
lot more parent volunteering in private schools, so you have help in your 
classroom. I’ve gotten used to teaching here (public school) and I would 
never move from a  public school to a private school to teach.
She feels that her boys would “get more than they would ever need”
academically at a public school. Her reservations come from the time spent on
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teaching “morals” in the two types o f schools. "You can’t  talk about it enough, 
so if  we can afford the price, we’ll pay the price to send them to a  private 
school.”
Teaching was Carol’s second career choice. Her early college days were
spent in an advertising curriculum. She really enjoyed the art and design classes
but was less enthusiastic about the business classes. Her family also supported
her switch to education. “It’s a good mom-job, you know.”
Carol is a very determined and driven person. She is quick to speak and
very honest. These traits have sustained her through her teaching career,
motherhood, and dancing career. She considers teaching her day job  and three
nights a week for two hours she does aerobics or ballet.
I have drive, just drive to do what is rig h t I have energy. I ’ve got to be 
mentally organized, mentally alert. It is a tough schedule. My husband’s 
got the boys and he knows that I do it for me. It’s not really a job (the 
aerobics). But, after the two hours, I feel better and it is very rewarding.
Carol admits to being a self-motivating person. Her classroom is not
located near the other second grades. This has not been a problem for Carol.
“I’m happy by myself.” This year she has made more o f an effort to
communicate with the other second grade teachers. “I just get so into what I'm
doing that I ju st close my door, stay busy, and I really don't talk to anybody.”
The way she starts her school day and ends it is important to Carol.
Starting o ff your day wrong is the worst stress. Fighting w ith children 
before you even leave the house makes me rushed all day. I like to get to 
school early. I f  people come to my room  to visit in the morning, it makes 
me ‘antsy.’ I want them to leave because I can’t get my work done. And,
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I’m the same way in the afternoon. I’ve got stuff to do, so I’m not 
available. I do not want to bring things home with me. I don’t  feel I’m 
paid for time after 3:30, so I don’t want to take it from my family. I just 
refuse to do it.
Professional characteristics and experiences
Carol reports changes in discipline and in parents as the major changes
she has experienced since she started teaching. “I have to discipline a lot more
than I did eight years ago.” She comments further that she sees the change in
family structure as being part o f the problem.
I think it goes back to both parents having to work long hours. I think the 
long hours are really taking a toll on the children. The other thing I think 
is too many extracurricular activities. One is fine, but some kids have 
three or four activities. That is too many outside activities. It all goes 
back to the family. That is the issue. Having a family, going to chinch, 
sitting down at a supper table, those are all important simple things to do. 
I think there is less and less o f that now. Everyone is having to work so 
hard.
Carol believes this lack o f family time translates into more responsibility
for the teacher. Children seem to need more guidance and instruction with
manners, and proper behavior. Carol has also seen an increase in the number of
parents who come to her asking for help in controlling their children. “I can
usually control them at school...it’s at home where there is a problem.”
Carol considers her relationship with her principal as professional and
supportive. “I’m not a questioning faculty member.” She respects his authority
and his ability to make difficult decisions.
Every situation I’ve brought to him, he has either fixed or at least given 
me some suggestions on how to handle it. I really am happy a t this 
school. I can’t say anything negative about it except for the regular
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getting along with women. And, I’ve just recently experienced some of 
that for the first time.
Parents do not influence Carol’s teaching. She communicates with them 
about class activities and concerns through notes or phone calls. She schedules 
at least two conferences a year. Report cards are sent home every six-weeks.
She no longer does mid-six week reports because she did not see any change.
“I felt it was a lot o f work for nothing.”
Reference to Assessment
Carol follows the testing schedule prescribed by the reading, math, and
spelling series. She finds that a lack o f time keeps her from doing more
subjective evaluations. Standardized tests are her primary source of evaluation.
I would prefer not to test subjectively. I don’t feel comfortable doing that. 
I don’t feel comfortable looking at the progress o f a child and labeling it 
with a grade. I don’t feel I know the student well enough. I don’t have 
the time to test them individually. So, I use standardized tests because 
that pretty much sums everything up. I think that about 90% of the 
children have test scores that reflect what they know. This is life. This is 
the way school is. Children have to learn to take tests and do the best job 
they can on them. The other 10% o f the children have to leam that taking 
a test is a skill they have to leam.
Technology and class environment
Carol has one computer station in her classroom. She admits to wishing 
she could have ten. She finds it difficult to use the computer for instruction 
because she does not have the capability o f connecting it to her TV-VCR. The 
computer is used mainly for learning games and drill and practice. “I feel
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stagnant in using the computer right now. I don’t  have enough time, and I don’t 
have enough stations to make it worthwhile.”
Carol no longer uses centers in her room. She found they offered “too 
much stimulus” to the students. Managing centers was not tim e well spent for 
Carol. ‘T o  manage a center with folders and games is too much trouble.” She 
commented that the children would lose the pieces to games, and so she quit 
using them.
Portrait Ten: Lucv. Second Grade
School setting
Lucy teaches second grade in the same school as Cynthia (High DAP, 3rd 
grade). Her room is located o ff the courtyard area, across from Cynthia. Lucy’s 
classroom is a reflection o f the thirty years she has been teaching. There are 
board games, manipulatives, and stacks o f labeled plastic containers covering a 
large section o f one wall in her room.
There is a large table with chairs and the student desks are in rows across 
the room. Artwork hangs on a  string line in front o f the windows. She also has a 
variety o f audiovisual equipment. Her TV is mounted to the wall.
Personal characteristics and experiences
Lucy is a second grade teacher with considerable experience. She has a 
Master’s Degree in Education and has taught for thirty-three years. Lucy has 
taught second grade for twenty years. Her experience includes teaching in a
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number o f different schools in two states. Lucy is one o f those teachers who
believes she was “called” to teach.
As a child, I loved school. I loved all my teachers. I loved being around 
all the people at school. I always thought that teaching was my calling. I 
always wanted to be a teacher. So, I set teaching as my goal and went 
after i t  I have never regretted i t
Lucy has experienced many changes in her life during her teaching career.
She and her husband were married for ten years before they had their two
children. She reports that “my love o f children” was one o f the reasons she
chose teaching as a profession. When she was told that she would not have
children o f her own, that love for children kept her going. “I think that having
children after believing you cannot, has done a lot for me.”
When asking Lucy to reflect on her life experiences and how they relate to
her teaching career, one is struck by her genuine care and concern for the
children she teaches and for the life that she now leads. “I am just as happy as
can be.” This happiness comes at a time in her life that finds her “free to do as I
please.” Her husband has retired and has taken over most o f  the household tasks;
her children are grown, gone and successful; her health has returned after a “bout
with cancer;” and she now has as much time as she wants to spend in her
classroom doing what she loves.
I think that time is the biggest gift right now. I do have a lot o f time and 
I’ve never had that before, except when I was first m arried and had no 
children. After I had the children, time was so interrupted. Now, I have 
so much time that I enjoy everything. I like having something to do. That 
is why I don't know when I will retire. I can 't just stay home and do 
nothing! I have so much material at my disposal that teaching is just so
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much easier for me. I enjoy sharing and learning from my new co-worker. 
She has given me some new ideas, and it is just wonderful to have such 
fresh ideas.
Professional characteristics and experiences
The changes Lucy has noted in the field o f education are related to
discipline and parental involvement. She comments that when she began
teaching thirty-three years ago, she spent her time teaching. Today, she often
finds that she disciplines more than she teaches.
The discipline has changed tremendously. When I try to teach a lesson 
today, 1 just have so many disruptions at times. It is harder to teach than it 
was thirty years ago. Parents were involved, and they worked with their 
children. Today, there seems to be very little parental involvement. Years 
ago there was a focus on the family. Families did everything together. 
Today is different. Families are getting younger, or maybe I’m getting 
older. Families seem to be getting younger, and the parents are children 
trying to raise children themselves. The family atmosphere is not there, 
and it definitely shows in the classroom.
Parents have not influenced Lucy in her practice. She reports that most 
parents “just let me do what I am supposed to do, and they are happy and 
satisfied.” In her experience, problems with parents are usually related to poor 
grades, discipline, or retention. This school year, a smaller class size has given 
her the opportunity to work out problems with her students.
Lucy also enjoys a special relationship with her co-workers. She teaches 
at the same school as Cynthia (2nd grade, High DAP) and reports much the same 
spirit o f support and family-like atmosphere with the other teachers in the school. 
Likewise, she speaks positively o f the relationship she has with her principal.
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We have a wonderful principal. He is on top o f everything. He plays a 
very big role in the discipline a t this school. He is a  good disciplinarian, 
and if  there is a problem, he will take care o f i t  He calls us his ‘seasoned 
teachers,' because he knows we know our job and will help the new 
teachers to do theirs.
In her present school and grade, Lucy points to dealing with discipline
problems and scheduling problems as being the biggest challenges to her daily
practice. She handles discipline with the support o f her principal, but she still
struggles with scheduling and interruptions in her day.
When I taught first grade, we were never interrupted in the morning. It 
was wonderful. Now, I am interrupted in the morning for library, PE, and 
other things. It is hard to get any teaching done sometimes. When I first 
started teaching we only had music. Today, we have music, PE, library, 
computer lab, reading lab, math lab, and Writing to Read, an IBM reading 
and writing program. There are just too many interruptions.
Assessment
Lucy assesses her students’ progress through graded work and test scores. 
Subjects such as math and reading are evaluated by the chapter test that 
accompany the text. Subjects, not given a letter grade, such as social living and 
science are evaluated through classroom observation and participation in 
discussions.
Technology
The CCC lab (Computer Core Curriculum) was one way Lucy uses 
technology in her daily practice. She reported that her students have made 
significant progress in reading and math skills throughout the school year with 
the help o f this program. This program is supported by Title I funds. In her
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classroom, Lucy has one computer station and a variety o f audio-visual 
equipment. She commented that she wished she had as much time as she had 
technology!
Closing remarks
As the interview was coming to a close, Lucy felt compelled to stop and 
ask to make a final comment. “I just have one more comment to make and I just 
want to say that teaching is harder today than it was thirty years ago. I don’t 
know what it is, but it is harder.”
Portrait Eleven: S a llv . Third Grade
School setting
Sally teaches in rural elementary school. There is no community setting 
for this school. It is located in the most northern section o f the school system. It 
stands alone as a landmark in the area. The school services a large geographical 
area that is predominantly European American. This school does not qualify for 
Title I funding. The school is located just o ff a major highway, but cannot be 
seen from the road due to the thick trees that surround the campus. A large 
covered area with park benches leads to the entrance o f die school. Once inside, 
the hallway floor has directions to the office.
Sally’s room is large. Student desks are arranged in rows. There is one 
computer station and two listening stations. There is a large table with chairs. 
Mounted on the wall is a  chart indicating choices for center activity. School will
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be dismissed in two weeks, and there is much evidence that packing is in
progress.
Personal characteristics and experiences
Even though Sally has eighteen years o f teaching experience, her career
began after her graduation in 1957. Sally entered and re-entered the teaching
profession on a  number o f different occasions. Her longest absence from
teaching was for twenty years, ending with her return in 1981. Since 1981, she
has taught third grade for ten years. Her decision to become a teacher was really
a “process o f elimination.”
Back in the fifties, we didn’t have as many things for women to do as we 
do today. You could be a teacher, or a secretary, or a nurse. I did not like 
typing, and I nearly fainted observing an operation on Career Day. So, I 
knew nursing was ou t Teaching was le ft I loved children. I am really 
glad now that I went into teaching.
Sally refers to herself as an “older teacher.” She now sees the children in
her classroom as “someone’s grandchild” instead o f someone’s child. This view
of children is a welcomed influence in her career.
I would say that as I get older, I think that I affect the class in a more 
positive way than I did when I was younger. What is important is the 
child. I think I have my priorities in the right place as I get older. Some 
o f my teacher friends have gotten bitter. I guess I am able to shrug off 
some o f the stuff that makes you that way and say what matters is the 
children. But, I don’t think that I’m  that unusual.. .1 just picture my own 
grandchildren in this classroom and would I want the teacher saying this 
or doing this to my grandchild! That is it in a nutshell.
Sally also shares that “my faith supports me more than anything else.”
She often says a  quiet prayer to herself when she becomes upset or concerned
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about something during the course o f the day. “That seems to carry me through
better than anything else.” She is an avid reader and very interested in books on
psychology and spirituality. This interest has helped her ‘‘understand and handle
classroom life by helping me have more o f an insight into what is going on in the
kid’s minds.”
Professional characteristics and experiences
Sally commented that there have been major changes in the field o f
education during her teaching career. The two that concerned her most were a
decline in respect for others and a decline in obedience toward authority. She
pinpoints “discipline matters” as her main objection to being a teacher.
After teaching in the late fifties, and then again in the early eighties, 
students were already beginning to think that they did not have to do what 
the teacher said to do. When my own children were in school, what the 
teacher said was considered a rule. I taught them to obey the rules. My 
children obeyed the rules, and their friends were taught to obey the rules.
I don't think parents take the time anymore to make children obey rules, 
much less the teacher. I don’t mean that they are terrible kids. You just 
have to say every thing several times to make them know you mean it. 
And, that comes from the home. I f  you say it once, that should be 
enough. I think they carry over to school what they are taught in the 
home. It takes a good six weeks to train them .. .if I said this, I mean 
th is.. .1 am not going to change my m ind.. .so, you need to obey the rules.
Sally spends time with her students in setting down rules and
consequences. At the end of year, she reports “mixed feelings” at their leaving.
While “hating to see them go” she knows that it marks “the beginning o f
something else.”
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References to parents
Parental involvement was not a problem in this school. Sally reports that 
each year she has had parents to volunteer for school parties and fundraising.
She welcomes them in the classroom for tutoring or help w ith class art projects. 
Because the school is located in a mostly rural area, she finds that parents are 
eager to help at school.
Sally states a concern involving “parents who do not want you to correct 
their child at all.” She states that there have been times when she has corrected a 
child and then been confronted by a parent “My kid couldn’t  have done that” 
She reports that the parent does not want to talk about the problems their child 
might have. “I think that people who are that way have the problem. I’m not 
going to let their problem become my problem. I don’t let it interfere with my 
teaching.”
References to co-workers and principal
Sally enjoys a positive relationship with her principal and co-workers.
One o f the supports she finds in this school is the optional daily prayer group that 
meets each school morning for ten minutes. “We talk for a few minutes, share 
any concerns, make prayer petitions, say a short prayer, and go.” This gathering 
is open to everyone on die faculty.
Sally describes her principal as “very easy to talk to.” Her principal has 
worked with the third grade teachers in the areas o f curriculum and testing. The 
science and social living curriculum for the third grade was revised to better meet
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the needs o f  the students with the principal’s guidance. In testing and
assessment, the principal initiated some school-wide testing strategies to reduce
stress and anxiety.
For end o f the year standardized testing, we try to make the children as 
comfortable as we can. The students can bring cushions to school; have a 
sport bottle with water to sip on during testing; and, they can even chew 
gum. The gum was the most popular.
Assessment
Sally assesses student progress in her classroom by taking a daily grade 
every three weeks. This grade is a product o f their daily participation, oral 
answers, and their interest and enthusiasm in class. She states that this grade is 
subjective and usually not shared with the student. On the objective side, she 
uses chapter tests and worksheets. She reports that no parent or administrator has 
ever questioned her grading method.
T echnology
Sally has one computer and a variety o f software for math and reading.
She allows students to use the computer after they have completed their assigned 
work. There are no computer labs in this school for the third grade. She does 
have one listening station for “books on tape.”
Portrait Twelve: Marv. Third Grade 
School setting
M ary teaches in a small neighborhood school located in a predominantly 
European American neighborhood. The school qualifies for Title I funding due 
to the low socio-economic status o f the student population. During the school
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year, school renovations and construction have been constant This has caused
Mary and her students to move classrooms two times.
Her present classroom was temporary so the perimeter o f the room was 
stacked with boxes. A teacher desk and a large table were located at one end of 
the room with student desks arranged in rows facing the board area. There was 
no computer in the room. A TV-VCR was located in the front o f  the classroom. 
Personal characteristics and experiences
Mary has twenty years o f teaching experience. This is her first year in 
third grade. She has spent seven years as a math lab teacher, and the remainder 
o f her experience was in the fifth and sixth grades. Mary has a M aster’s Degree 
in Education.
Mary’s first teaching assignment reveals some o f the personal traits that 
she has exhibited throughout her teaching career. She relates the story as an 
example o f how she has changed through the years. A position became open the 
day before school was to start, and it was a forty-five minute commute from her 
home.
With no time for preparation, I accepted a combination fifth and sixth 
grade classroom. I took twelve books home every night and wrote lesson 
plans. I made it through the year with the support o f my principal. But, 
when I first graduated, I thought I could do anything and everything. I 
think now, I could not do th a t Then, I had no inhibitions about doing that 
job!
With the recent death o f her husband, Mary’s ability to deal with challenges one 
day at a time has served her well. Mary and her students have also had to
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contend with school construction and two classroom moves during the school
year. With her years o f experience and with this particular year o f challenges,
Mary reveals that she still views teaching as an “awesome responsibility.” She
reports that she does not feel the “stress” o f this responsibility as coming from
the school system, but from outside the educational system.
The stress comes from the fact that we (teachers) are expected to be 
society’s cure for all. We are expected to take care o f their health 
problems, all their mental problems, and all their social problems. I send 
one everyday when he gets here to wash his hands and face, and plaster 
down his hair. He gets out o f bed and comes to school and that’s i t  We 
provide breakfast for them and we have lunch for them. It all frills on us. 
Society blames teachers for not doing their jobs. Somewhere, we have to 
have some accountability from parents.. .But, it all falls on us. It is the 
teacher’s fault because the teacher did not teach them. It is the teacher’s 
fault when the child gets involved in crime because he did not learn his 
basic skills and can’t read or write. That is the frustrating part o f teaching.
Professional characteristics and experiences
Mary states that during the past seventeen years that she has taught in the
same school, she has been able to detect “changes in the culture and the
students.” She reports that students are less independent and less responsible.
She finds students to be less creative and “unable to pretend.” Many o f her
students do not have opportunities to leave the immediate area. It is interesting
to note that all students live within one mile o f the school, so no school busses
service the student population.
Seventeen years ago, students could work independently. Today, my 
students would rather talk. I know they need attention. I f  I stop to help, 
they can do i t  But i f  I leave them alone, they stop. They are not 
motivated. Somehow, we have to develop in them the ability to go on and 
do it on their own. Somewhere in their schooling, they have to mature
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and realize they are writing... not just filling in the blanks. I’m working 
on that.
Mary prefers that her students have their own desks. She comments that
this is because she is “older.” While she finds it “interesting that there is a
tendency to pair slower children with brighter ones,” she still believes that
children should be grouped by ability.
Every now and then, I like to put the slower children together, and watch 
for a leader to emerge. You give them guidelines for an assignment and 
someone has to do the writing and someone has to report to the class. That 
brings out the slower ones who would not have the opportunity to do that 
if  you put them with a brighter student It also helps the brighter students 
to be with someone who can think as they do.
Mary also views teaching today as having “so many requirements.” She 
reports that when she first taught, classroom time was much more flexible. She 
remembers when she had the time for class plays and puppet shows. Today, she 
reports that “pacing charts” have to be followed, and each six weeks has more 
material to cover. This is particularly challenging in the elementary grades, 
“where teachers never have adequate planning time.”
References to principal and co-workers
Teaching third grade for the first time has been a challenge for Mary. She
has relied on her co-worker for guidance and direction. She reported that they
work very well together. They are able to share ideas and some o f the work.
I’m older and she is younger, but I think you can learn something from 
everybody. I’ve watched her and her grouping and the ‘things she does’ 
and I try to see if  there might be something that I would feel comfortable 
doing. Some things I have and some things I have n o t But, I believe that
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you cannot make it through a day i f  you don’t  have friendship with your 
cohorts.
Mary only mentioned her principal as being supportive and helpful. His concern 
is basically that students show gains at every grade level.
References to parents
Mary stated that parents o f the students are involved in program planning 
for developing Title I programs. The school has an active PTO. There is also a 
group o f parents who volunteer on a regular basis to help teachers in the 
classroom. In her class, parent communication is usually through visits to school 
or notes sent home. She does not report any negative situations with parents in 
her classroom.
In general, she does express concerns that parents are not providing an
adequate home life for their children. This does effect her teaching, in that she
considers it her responsibility to work with children in areas that some teachers
believe to be “home problems.”
Most children do not sit around a table to e a t They have a sandwich and 
sit on the floor or on die sofa. They never eat with a fork or a knife. If 
they do not practice manners at home, they do not learn them. It is 
important that they learn them, and since we have them with us in the 
cafeteria, we need to take this opportunity to teach them. We need to take 
every opportunity we are given to teach.. .even if  it is table manners.. .to 
instill these things in these students to make them productive and better 
citizens in life.
More references to students
I would really like for my students to grow from dependency to 
independent work. I would like to develop in them an awareness that they 
are responsible for their actions. They have a tendency to blame
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everybody else. I want them to leam that stop means stop. No means no. 
I’d like to influence their life for the future and not ju st be content with 
whatever falls to them. Somehow they have to know that there is a better 
life. They have to strive for something better. Some o f them tell me, “My 
dad is a shrimper, and I am going to be a shrimper. My family lives on 
welfare, and we have everything we want o r need.” I have to let them see 
that there is something beyond now.
Assessment and technology
Mary follows the school system policy o f ten grades per subject for each 
six-week grading period. She obtains those grades from daily work and from 
chapter tests in each subject. Her students also attend the CCC Lab, but there are 
no grades involved. This year, her use o f technology has been the occasional use 
o f a tape recorder. The reading series provides a set o f tapes that accompany the 
stories. She reports that the students enjoy listening to the story being read in a 
different voice and with different inflections.
Conclusion: Analysis o f Low DAP Teachers
The primary source o f data utilized in this study was the responses, 
comments, and conversations o f the teachers from the interviews. However, 
survey responses from each teacher were available to confirm or clarify reported 
data. The Primary Teachers’ Beliefs and Practice Survey (Buchanan et al., 1998) 
contained a section assessing teachers’ perception o f rank order influence on 
personal classroom instruction. A ranking o f 1 through 6 (l=m ost influence; 
6=least influence) on the influence parents, school system policy, principal, self, 
state regulations, and other teachers was completed by all but one o f the Low 
DAP teachers.
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Four teachers marked “school system policy” as die number one 
influence. One teacher marked “se lf' and one other teacher did not complete the 
section. As a group, the teachers who report low developmentally appropriate 
beliefs and practices had responses and comments that varied more within their 
group than the group o f  High DAP teachers. This analysis first considered areas 
of commonality and then examined other viewpoints o f interest. The teachers in 
this collection are Helen and Linda (first grade), Carol and Lucy (second grade), 
and Mary and Sally (third grade).
Teacher autonomy
By their ranking, most of the teachers in this collection believed that the 
school system was the most powerful influence on the way they plan and 
implement instruction. These teachers tended to be controlled by other 
influences (school system policy or principals) rather than acting in accord with 
one’s self. The teachers expressed this control in a variety o f ways. According 
to Deci (1995) “ ...to  be autonomous means to act in accord with one's self; to be 
controlled means to act because one is being pressured” (p.2). Most o f these 
teachers reported pressures in their daily practice from a variety o f sources.
Mary (third grade) commented on her loss o f control in planning activities 
in her classroom. She no longer felt she had the time to be “flexible” in her 
teaching.
We have to cover this material. We have to report what page we are on in 
every subject at the end of each six-weeks period. W e have a pacing 
schedule, and w e are bound to keep i t  This comes from die school board.
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She justifies this policy with the comment, “I guess some teachers... were just 
playing the whole year instead o f covering the curriculum.” She continued with 
the justification by stating that teachers have to cover the basic curriculum in 
order to prepare their students for the next grade level. “I can see why this policy 
came about.”
Carol (second grade) spoke o f her principal with respect. But, she also 
admitted that she was “not a questioning faculty member.” She commented 
further, “I don’t  buck him .. .even if  I disagree.” Throughout the interview, Carol 
shared numerous examples of how important “control” was to her. She seemed 
to function well in a more controlled environment.
Another example o f control and pressure from school system mandates 
comes from Helen (first grade). She told o f the changes in her practice as a 
result o f a change in principals. W ith an emphasis on raising test scores, Helen 
reported required meetings with co-workers and documentation o f time spent on 
instruction. However, Helen commented that the changes have been good 
because “we were getting lazy.”
Teacher efficacy
While this study does not set out to measure teacher efficacy, a review of 
the literature in the area o f efficacy does suggest some associations. An analysis 
o f teacher responses related to their students, their teaching practice, and their 
profession in general provides a synthesis o f beliefs in their ability to teach and
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reach students. While their remarks varied considerably, most o f these teachers 
professed a genuine concern for their students and for their lives outside o f 
school.
Sally (third grade) referred to herself as an “older teacher.” She has 
eighteen years o f teaching experience even though she began teaching in 1957. 
She believes that she “affects her students in more positive ways,” now that she 
is older. “I think that I have m y priorities in the right place. What is important is 
the child.” Her concerns for students center around what she perceives as a 
“growing lack o f respect for authority.” She reported that she spends a lot o f her 
teaching tim e “training” her students to obey the rules o f the classroom.
Helen (first grade) made three comments in reference to her students 
during the interview. She spoke o f them in reference to the referral process, and 
again in reference to their ability to read at the end o f the school year. Her other 
reference was related to a comment on parental involvement “The children get 
more attention at school than at their homes.” She reported that the discipline 
problems she had at school are a result o f “parents not backing me up.” While 
her comments were brief in all areas o f inquiry, she stated clearly that she 
perceived discipline as a “hindrance” to her daily practice.
Linda (first grade) was the one teacher in this group that marked “se lf’ as 
having the m ost influence on her daily practice. An analysis o f her responses in 
other areas reflected that influence o f “self.” While she may be considered a
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teacher who successfully negotiates between High DAP and Low DAP beliefs 
and practices, her teaching environment may offer some explanation.
She referred to her prior teaching situation as difficult and demoralizing. 
“It really wore me down. It was four years o f working hard without much 
results.” This was in the same school that Tina (first grade, High DAP) 
experienced such success. The assignment change for Linda seemed more 
appropriate in meeting her professional needs by placing her in an environment 
more complimentary to her personal teaching style.
Teacher viewpoints
Technology. Each o f the teachers had at least one computer in the 
classroom. None o f the teachers elaborated on the use o f the classroom computer 
with the exception o f Helen (first grade). She remarked that her students used it 
as a “firee choice” activity and that she used it for her own use. “I use it a lot for 
making worksheets. I can type up a worksheet, print it up, and go run it off. It is 
handy to have one.”
Lucy (second grade) and Mary (third grade) reported that their students 
use the Computer Core Curriculum (CCC Lab) daily. The other teacher reported 
daily usage o f a classroom or lab computer was related to the curriculum or for 
skill development games.
Assessment. The school system policy for grades and assessment for the 
elementary schools in this study have requirements for the number o f grades per 
subject area (ten) and die reporting o f grades every six weeks o f the school year.
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Most o f the teachers reported following the testing schedule as prescribed by the
school system. Linda (first grade) also reported die use o f  teacher observations.
Carol (second grade) was the most outspoken on the subject o f
assessment. She relies on test results as her only source o f evaluation.
I don’t have time to test children individually, so I use the standardized 
test that accompany the reading and math series. Children have to learn 
how to take those kinds o f tests. This is life. This is school.
Changes in education. In the interviews, these six teachers responded to
an inquiry concerning changes in education. W ithout exception, issues involving
discipline and parental involvement were reported by each teacher. Linda, (first
grade) reported that children have “less respect” for teachers. Lucy (second
grade) commented that she spends more time on discipline today than she has in
the past “When I try to teach a lesson, I just have so many disruptions.”
Sally (third grade) commented that the changes she has seen in the field o f
education have been a decline o f respect and obedience toward authority. She
considers “discipline matters” as her main objection to  being a teacher.
Summary
What personal and professional characteristics and experiences are 
expressed by teachers who report low developmentally appropriate beliefs and 
practices? First, most o f the teachers in this group considered school system 
policy as the most influential force in their practice. The demands o f the 
curriculum in addition to the demands of the school system  resulted in a more 
teacher-controlled environment in the classroom. They were less autonomous
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and believed they had to adhere to policy guidelines. Second, while m ost o f the 
teachers shared comments o f genuine concern for their students and for their 
education, most felt that even their best teaching efforts could not overcome 
some o f the personal obstacles that their students faced. They perceived a lack o f 
parental support contributed to their ineffectiveness in classroom situation.
Third, they favored a  more traditional and conservative approach to education 
with an emphasis on conformity, obedience, and traditional teaching methods. 
Fourth, without exception, these teachers perceive discipline problems in their 
classes to be a major issue in their professional practice.
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CHAPTER 6 
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study developed descriptive portraits o f twelve primary grade 
teachers. These portraits were literary representations o f each teacher’s beliefs 
about her teaching practice. While each portrait (case) is specific and unique to 
its particular place and time, when viewed together, common sentiments emerge. 
Each portrait revealed the complexity o f practice and the importance o f teacher 
beliefs. Goodson (1992) stated that three forms o f experience influence the 
developments o f beliefs and knowledge about teaching. They are personal 
experience, experience with schooling and instruction, and experience with 
formal knowledge. The focus of this study was on the personal professional 
characteristics o f teachers. When teachers revealed “the personal,” the portraits 
and the descriptions o f their practice were rich with information.
This study attempted to answer the following three questions:
1. What personal and professional characteristics and experiences are expressed 
by teachers who report high developmentally appropriate beliefs and 
practices?
2. What personal and professional characteristics and experiences are expressed 
by teachers who report low developmentally appropriate beliefs and 
practices?
3. What similarities or differences emerged in a comparison o f the two groups 
o f teachers?
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Question One
This question considers the personal and professional characteristics and 
experiences o f the six teachers who report high developmentally appropriate 
beliefs and practices (Tina, Joan, Kayla, Monique, Cynthia, and Debbie). The 
analysis o f the Hi DAP teachers was presented at the conclusion o f Chapter Four. 
The findings are reviewed in this chapter in conjunction with previous research 
that is related to the results.
Self and autonomy
Five o f the six teachers in this collection regarded “s e lf ' as having the 
most influence on their practice. This means that each o f these teachers 
considers herself an expert o f what she knows and what she does in the 
classroom. She makes decisions based on this knowledge and creates a 
classroom environment that facilitates student interaction and learning.
This finding is consistent with findings from phase one and two of the 
initial study (Buchanan et al., 1998; Bidner, 1998) and with the research o f 
Charlesworth and her colleagues (1991; 1993b). These different studies reported 
that teachers who claim to use more developmentally appropriate instructional 
practices believed they had more overall control in planning and implementing 
instruction in their classrooms.
A strong sense of self and teacher autonomy enabled these teachers to 
confidently share decision-making and planning with others (students, tutors, co­
workers, and parents). Oakes and Caruso (1990) reported that teachers who
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believed in sharing decision-making with their students and supporting their 
autonomy were more likely to use developmentally appropriate teaching 
strategies than teachers who believed in total control o f classroom decisions.
Teachers* orientation toward autonomy and control are related to students* 
intrinsic motivation (DAP principle) and their approaches to solving classroom 
problems (Deci et al., 1981; Prawat & Anderson, 1988). Teachers who believe 
that classroom problems should be solved by encouraging student autonomy and 
responsibility tend to have students who are more intrinsically motivated and 
who solve problems more effectively.
Personal teaching efficacy
This group o f teachers, who report high developmentally appropriate 
teaching beliefs and practices, also report to believe strongly in their ability to 
teach and in the ability o f their students to learn. For this study, this belief is 
termed personal teaching efficacy.
Ashton and Webb (1986) and Gibson and Dembo (1984) reported a 
teacher’s sense o f self-efficacy has been positively related to a number o f 
specific classroom behaviors, including the tendency to use praise rather than 
criticism; to persevere with low achievers; to be task oriented, enthusiastic, and 
accepting o f student opinion; and to raise students* levels o f achievement. The 
High DAP teachers in this study made numerous comments that supported this 
relationship.
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Woofolk and Hoy (1990) link personal teaching efficacy to 
developmentally appropriate beliefs related to humanistic interaction with 
students and teachers* positive influences on student achievement. Good and 
Brophy (1994) report teachers who are high in a sense o f efficacy are more 
confident and at ease in their classrooms and more successful in creating efficient 
learning environments. W hile most o f the teachers in this study believed in the 
importance o f building a positive relationship with their students, the teachers in 
the High DAP grouping made many more comments in that regard.
Teacher viewpoints
Comments and concerns about teacher dominion, teacher-directed, or 
skill-oriented instruction were limited. This may be that these teachers, who 
report high developmentally appropriate beliefs and practices in primary grades, 
are masters at negotiating between both styles o f teaching and do not perceive 
them as an area o f conflict. But, they do recognize and apparently understand 
that “best practice” is that which best meets the needs o f the individuals in their 
classroom.
Stipek (1993) found that an emphasis on basic skills using teacher- 
directed instruction might have some advantages for reading-related skills but 
with a cost o f underm ining their motivation to be readers. Further, Hirsh-Pasek, 
Hyson, and Rescorla (1990) report findings that suggest that a combination o f 
parental pressures and high academic programs may have negative effects on 
children. And, additional research reports significantly more stressful behaviors
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in children involved in standardized test taking, and when working on workbooks 
and worksheets (Burts et al., 1990). Teachers who identify with a more 
traditional approach o f classroom management and instruction, were most often 
identified as teachers who reported less developmentally appropriate beliefs and 
practices.
These teachers view technology as an exciting addition to their resources 
and as a valuable tool for instruction and student motivation. Stuhlmann (1993) 
reported that teachers who integrate technology into their teaching practice 
valued the use o f an interactive learning tool and recognized the potential for 
enhancing their instructional practice and increasing their student learning. 
Further, it is believed that the use o f computers in the classroom facilitated small- 
group instruction and encouraged grouping students by interests. This teaching 
arrangement would change the role o f teacher from lecturer to that o f a facilitator 
or coach.
Summary
What personal and professional characteristics and experiences are 
expressed by teachers who report high developmentally appropriate beliefs and 
practices? These findings indicate that first, as a collective, these teachers 
expressed a strong sense o f self as being competent, capable, and professional. 
Second, their autonomous characteristics enable them to focus on the needs o f 
their student above all else. Third, their positive references to students and to 
their teaching ability to affect individual students indicates a strong sense o f
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personal teaching efficacy. Fourth, these teachers perceive certain issues in their 
profession as challenging and problematic without being hopeless. They are 
personally motivated by their faith that all children can learn.
Question Two
This question considers the personal and professional characteristics and 
experiences o f the six teachers who report low developmentally appropriate 
beliefs and practices ( Helen, Linda, Carol, Lucy, Sally, and Mary). The analysis 
o f the Low DAP teachers was presented at the conclusion o f Chapter Five. The 
findings are reviewed in this chapter in conjunction with previous research that is 
related to the results.
The personal and professional characteristics o f this group o f teachers 
were similar to one another. Three o f  the teachers were younger in age (25-40) 
and three were older. Three were grandmothers with no children living at home; 
two teachers had young families; and one teacher had no children. Three o f the 
teachers were widowed or divorced. Most openly expressed “a love” for 
children but fewer expressed “a love” for teaching. Overall this group o f 
teachers expressed more negative comments about their profession and fewer 
positive references to their students. For Helen (first grade) it was her lack o f 
response that was most revealing.
School policy and autonomy
Most o f the teachers viewed school-system policy as the m ost influential 
factor to their practice. This translates into a teaching practice that is controlled
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by decisions made outside the teacher’s classroom. This control diminishes 
teacher autonomy. Holmes and Morrison (1994) reported teachers in their study 
often “succumb to pressures” o f  school-system policy and forfeit their own 
desires for developmentally appropriate practice. Sherman and Mueller (1996) 
reported only modest implementation o f developmentally appropriate practice in 
the classroom o f kindergarten, second, and third grade teachers who had been 
trained in such practices.
Teacher efficacy and parental support
W hile the teachers in this collection were concerned about their students 
and their achievement, their comments reflected a lower sense o f  teaching 
efficacy as compared to the Hi DAP teachers. Home-life, lim ited educational 
experiences, and a lack o f parent support were all conditions that these teachers 
considered as obstacles to teaching and learning.
Research on teacher beliefs and their perception o f parental involvement 
is sparse. However, in his study, Micklo (1993) identified problems involving 
parental support in academic matters and in dealing with behavior as ranking 
highest in a frequency scale o f teacher reported work-related problems.
In regard to teacher efficacy, a link between pupil control and teacher 
efficacy was reported in a study by Woofold and Hoy (1990). They reported that 
pupil control has been conceptualized along a continuum from custodial to 
humanistic. Teachers with lower levels o f  teacher efficacy were reported to 
demonstrate characteristics related to the custodial model. The custodial model
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is characterized by more traditional schooling practices, maintaining order, and a 
highly controlled setting. Research has shown that teachers who have more 
custodial characteristics are less progressive in their teaching practices.
Discipline and other viewpoints
Discipline appeared to be a major issue for this group o f teachers. Each 
teacher struggled with discipline on a daily basis. This may have been a result o f 
a lack o f innovative teaching techniques or a more controlled learning 
environment. When students are engaged in meaningful work, discipline 
problems decrease. As Cuban (1993) explains, the traditional elementary school 
setting is characterized by conformity, uniformity, and accountability. Problems 
in the area o f  discipline may increase in classrooms where students are required 
to sit for long periods o f time. Completing paper and pencil tasks without 
meaningful times o f interaction and exploration.
Summary
What personal and professional characteristics and experiences are 
expressed by teachers who report low developmentally appropriate beliefs and 
practices? First, most o f the teachers in this group considered school system 
policy as most influential in their practice. The demands o f the curriculum in 
addition to the demands o f the school system resulted in a more teacher- 
controlled environment They were less autonomous and believed they had to 
adhere to policy guidelines. Second, while most o f the teachers shared 
comments o f genuine concern for their students and for their education, most felt
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that even their best efforts could not overcome some o f the personal obstacles 
that their students faced. They perceived a lack o f parental support contributed 
to their ineffectiveness in classroom situations. Third, they favored a more 
traditional and conservative approach to education with an emphasis on 
conformity, obedience, and traditional teaching methods. Fourth, without 
exception, these teachers perceived discipline problems as an issue o f concern in 
their professional practice.
Question Three
What similarities or differences emerged in a comparison of the two 
groups o f teachers? This question considers the differences and/or the 
similarities o f personal and professional characteristics and experiences o f the 
twelve teachers portrayed in the study. The analysis o f the High DAP teachers 
and the Low DAP teachers was presented at the conclusion o f chapters four and 
five, respectively. The findings are reviewed in this chapter in conjunction with 
previous research that is related to the results.
Control vs autonomy
The issue o f locus o f control, who has it and how it manifests itself, 
appeared to be an underlying theme throughout the study. Based on the 
comments o f the teachers in the High DAP group, they perceived themselves as 
in control o f their teaching practice. However, because o f their personal and 
professional traits o f confidence and competency, they were able to share that 
control with their students in creating a classroom environment that was
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conducive to interactive learning. Their autonomous natures motivated them to 
cultivate a sense o f autonomy in their students.
However, it appears that the teachers in the Low DAP group perceived the 
locus o f control to be in the hands o f the school-system. Therefore, their 
teaching practices were ordered and dictated by the pressure they felt to raise test 
scores, remain on pace w ith curriculum standards, and maintain schedules and 
assessment requirements. As a group they were less autonomous and reported 
more issues about discipline and order.
Efficacy
The term teacher efficacy was never used in the interviews. The use o f 
the term in the study is not related to any instrument o f measurement for teacher 
efficacy. It is used to help categorize the strongest difference this researcher 
found in the number and the content o f the references these two groups o f 
teachers made about their students and their teaching ability.
High DAP teachers believe that what they do in the classroom can make a 
difference regardless o f  student circumstances. This belief was also evident in 
their comments related to the importance o f teaching and to the satisfaction they 
find in their chosen profession.
While most o f the Low DAP teachers shared comments o f genuine 
concern for their students and for their education, most felt that even their best 
efforts could not overcome some of die personal obstacles that their students
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faced. They perceived a lack o f parental support contributed to their 
ineffectiveness in classroom situations.
Technology and assessment
As reported in the analysis o f each group o f teachers, all twelve o f the 
teachers reported grades according to the school-system policy, but the 
evaluation techniques used by the teachers varied. High DAP teachers reported 
more use o f authentic assessment while Low DAP teachers reported predominant 
use of standardized measures.
Classroom computers or computer labs were used by all the teachers.
High DAP teachers reported use o f computers as a teaching tool, motivational 
tool, and as a scaffolding tool. Fewer comments were shared about specific 
usage by the Low DAP teachers. However, several teachers reported support for 
the exclusively skill-based CCC Lab program.
Limitations
With any research, there are limitations inherent in the methodology 
selected, whether one uses a qualitative or a quantitative approach. Researchers 
using either method continually work to insure validity and reliability as much as 
possible within the constraints o f their studies. As a researcher, I recognize the 
limitations o f case study research and attempted to delineate these limitations for 
the reader.
It was very important to tell the stories o f these twelve teachers. Their 
portraits, which were derived from limited conversations with the research team,
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provided insights into teacher beliefs and practices. The portraits also revealed 
personal and professional characteristics and experiences that emerged through 
careful and systematic analysis. These characteristics and experiences shared by 
the teachers in the study provided additional insights into the reality o f the 
classroom.
However, the limitations o f the study must be considered when viewing 
the overall findings. First, the qualitative nature o f the study resulted in a small 
sample size. Second, the researcher relied totally on data collected from the 
teachers themselves in the form of self-reported surveys and one interview with 
minimal additional contact. Third, there was no possibility o f  classroom 
observations due to the time o f year and the location o f the school sites. Fourth, 
researcher biases must also be considered and reported in agreement with the 
principles and framework o f developmentally appropriate beliefs and practices. 
Implications for Further Study
Attention to the beliefs o f teachers can inform educational practice in 
ways that prevailing research agendas have not (Pajares, 1992). With the 
growing concern that the total reliance on developmental theory does not 
adequately service the early childhood community (e.g., Lubeck,1996; Stott & 
Bowman, 1996) the addition o f teacher beliefs and teacher practical knowledge 
to future research should be continued. Teachers* practical knowledge should 
not be disregarded because it is not formally generated and tested by research. It 
is derived from the experiences o f teachers and can be validated within the
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context o f daily practice. It can be personally meaningful and rich with 
information.
For future research, a study involving teachers, their beliefs, and their 
practical knowledge would benefit from the addition o f a classroom observation 
component. This would strengthen the trustworthiness o f  the study. It would 
also be helpful to the researcher to have information pertaining to the mandates 
o f the local school system. This would be particularly helpful for research in the 
primary grades. Lastly, future research designs should consider the addition o f a 
component that involves teacher reflection and response as well as possible 
interviews with parents, students, and school administrators. This would provide 
a more in-depth description o f the learning environment from multiple sources. 
Implications for Teachers and Teacher Educators
In schools, o f course, the frontline workers are the teachers, the students, 
and their parents. Above all, it is the teacher who stands at the center of the 
classroom. The teacher creates or does not create an environment for learning. It 
is he or she who actually delivers educational services. The teacher either knows 
or does not know how to engage students in their own education.
Six teachers in this study recalled the influence a former teacher had on 
their lives and their careers. For them, it was not the curriculum that made a 
difference in the classroom, it was the person known as teacher. For teacher 
educators, it is imperative to empower future teachers with content knowledge,
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tolerance, and an attitude o f  professionalism that demands constant reflection and 
personal and professional growth.
Summary
This study examined die personal and professional characteristics and 
experiences o f twelve teachers who report high and low developmentally 
appropriate beliefs and practices. The findings from this study are important 
because they support the work o f other researchers in this field. In addition, 
these findings contribute to the literature because the collection o f individual 
portraits presents a cohesive and convincing picture o f the very distinct 
differences which are represented by the teachers who report high or low 
developmentally appropriate beliefs and practices.
Although this study is admittedly small, the findings are provocative and 
should be useful to all those interested in developing teachers who exhibit high 
levels o f developmentally appropriate practice.
Epilogue
Crasser (1996) offers a description o f the developmentally appropriate 
classroom environment. It is one where children most often:
Lead.. .rather than follow.
Create.. .rather than duplicate.
M ove.. .rather than w ait
Make the lines.. .rather than color in die lines.
Speak.. .rather than listen passively.
Initiate.. .rather than imitate.
Raise questions.. .rather than answer the teacher questions.
Solve their own problem s.. .rather than the teachers’ problems.
Make a rt.. .rather than do crafts.
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Emphasize the process...rather than the product 
Use authentic skills., .rather than drill and practice. 
Make books...rather than fill in workbooks. 
Decide.. .rather than subm it 
Chose wisely.. .rather than being told.
Make a plan.. .rather than follow the teacher’s plan. 
Try again.. .rather than fail.
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PROTOCOL*
PROPOSAL SU M M A R Y  FORM TOR HUMAN RESEARCH
1. Principal Investigator 
Co-Iavruigatnr:
Students:
2. Project title or coor
3. Proposed duration of project:
4. Site of data coOectian:
5. Funding will be sought from:
6. Provide an abstract of the project
7. Describe the daks, if any, to 
which the subjects will be exposed:
S. What steps wfll be taken to 
oiiiiniisn the risks:
9. Aie design alteratives available which 
would cfiminatr. or redace  riiin 7
10. Describe any surgical or invasive, ooo- 
surgical procedure.
11. For tbe procedures in the prececBng item, 
provide the quafilicadoas of the person 
performing  such tasks.
IX If d rop  are to be artirrinittrred. state 
the drag name, sedans sad dosages.
13. State the quafificadons of tbe person who 
w iQ ed m in istE r tbe drag (»).
Teresa K.Bochanaa
A iwip^|iiwi —Ml TwWflflfqn




Faye White; Judy Bidaer. Bridget Berry
Primary Tcnnhm* BeHeft ItPtacrices: Developuauual 
Appropriateness sad Cbfld Achievement, PDot
I?**
Parish Bemeaary Schools 
Mo fhndfag win be sougbt far dds pilot 
See attached 
Minimal to None
(Posaftle slight tSscotnfbrt common to a n y  self-evaluation)
Beeansa the teaefaen wfll have the opdon la refine to 
participate, the potential subjects have the opportunity 
to *nlf etihrr* themeeives out of the study. Care wtB betaken 
during the interview to ensure that questions are asked 
objectively and responses ere tax ju d g e s  ‘good* o r’bad’ by 
tbe interviewer:
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14. Describe the process used to select subjects: For (bescreeniagprocedoxe. asorrey wiQ beseat to 
each primary teacber and fMI4iictaaoa teachecs in (be 
district (prcK. 1st. 2nd. «nd 3rd grade trarhm ). Sobjeca win
IS. Describe the process through which 
infounrd coBimt was obtained*
16. How will tbe privacy of the subjects 
and iba confidentiality of the data be
Subjects whose befieft and practices fell oo tbe extreme a d s  
of the continuum of appropriate practice win be selected for
ftmiwmmfy .̂ nhjiyw vwliHMp»r
For tbe sa caning proccdnre, subjects win d p i «n 
informed consent form attached to tbe survey.
Subjects wfll oot be interviewed or obrorved uadi tbeir
tto i
When the completed survey is iBtvaed. the tn h jtrfs bsds 
checked off a master Bst. tbe teacher's o n e  removed 
fiom the gotnfcinnaire. end an ID number assigned.
Qufstinnniites  win be hanJed only by principle hrvesdgatoo 
aed tbeir teseeicb a o ta m s. The taring scales win be 
baadied fat tbe same tnaaaer.
The Interviews and obeerradoos fbr the in?depth study win be
 e ~  _ e  e  - ■ »  -  ----------gdobb SB  iqbjgci nm i
Wot ifpffnMft
IS. Isacopy of your coaseat form attached to the Yea. The screening coescnt Is oe tbe survey. Tbe fa>- 
protocoi7 depth consent fbnn is a ftarhrri
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR STATEMENT:
I  have rend and agree to abide by th e ! rfmMaiia State Onbersitypoacy oat ttee o f hgman subjects. 
Tbe project w g  be coodacted ta  eccordaace with OPRR gnideHiiee  to r Hnman r rojecdoei-1 wfll 
advise the Onivecrity's H m w  Sobject Ctenmittre la wridag of aay rignlfVaat  changes In the
17. If a physician is involved in your project.
Pdnripel Investigator Tide/Rank
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Abstract of Proposed Study 
Objectrre and npn&xoce of tbe projeafconne:
National pririefine* far thr rrtararinn a f  children from  birth to 9 v a n  old a ll for » emrirtilmTi m
chOdreo perform activities and projects that integrate multiple subject areas. are smdens-focased « h e r than 
teacber-tfccctcci. and sre retevmt to ehfldrca's Bves (Lc, devd opmctmny appropriate). Linle is Icaown iboct ibe 
use of Ob type of instruction in the primary grades. Adtfitiooally. tbe gender and racial appropriateness of n eb  
••rtrttln  altar Itnrn ipririnnnl irrrn ilj «nrf nmrfi m lie nrtilrrwrTt rrnrfrf—ftp T hftrmrT iflr ipniisij iiatlil iln 
taulti-inrcsrigator loctinxfinal  project is designed to address tbo— qnariona. It’s propose is 10 identify current 
practices of teach ra  in pro-school tnd trades 1.2 and 3 using survey, interview, and obeerrarioo methodology. 
The dm  will be assessed to determine tbe b an k s and focffitatots to impleaeatiaf that type at hunnctiou to eacty 
primary grides.
Description of the procedares tbe sabjeas wfll undergo;
AH preC and primary teachers In a school district wfll be asfced to complete surreys (see attached) about 
their be&eft and practices. Those teachers who foil on the extreme ends of a carricnlnm continuum wfll be snafled 
in-depth. After consent has been obtained from tbe selected groop o f teachers, rained observers blind to the
tetdiar qnt«ritm—!»■ Mpww «m < MwplMa — rtm mrwriaaal m illtinhrfadltM d»fl. M »»« . *Um» .  
trained and bBnd Interviewer wfll coodnct a  aenri-suucaaed interview with the teachers. Hnagy. at tbe end of the 
year, child achievement date (grades, standardized test scores, and retention information) far thnchildtea in the 
sejecteddassrootns wfll be coBected by observers bBnd to teacher re ^ omes on qnrsrionnaiies.
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LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
CONSENT FORM
1. Study Tide;











Primary Tc-acbcts* Beliefs A Practices. PQoc
nm»mh>Mll»Wl.̂ w«W«flwm<wm
Tbe following investigators are available for questions at (he pbooe below:
Dr. Teresa Bochanan Dc. Diane C. Burts
388-2444 38S-2404
f f̂rfquî n —4 r— HsnmBoolofy
The purpose o f the pilot  m dy Is to obtain validity dm  oq interview and 
observation instruments designed m measure teacher bcflefr and predces in
primary
Pn.KandPriiUKyteacfaes3 who have dearly defined beSefe and pcwafcee
Teachers who do not teach pm>K or primary grades or whose befiefe end pnedeet a n  
not caagy Identifiable
For tbe piloc. partidpaatt win enable researches to develop valid and acctuam 
measures  o f I) tbe befleft and practices ofprimary trachea and 2) the personal 
and imrimtioaat variables that fadbence those befiefe aad practices by allowing 
tvjeatcheta to pilot Interview and observation hnmnnaBtt.
Teaefaect may benefit t a n  the oppornmiiy to nfieet on their teaching. The 
interest o f the iatervieareci aad researchers in the teacher's befiefe and practices 
may Impact  thajrjab pet fi ainanca.Pi»rirntBwdfagofths important variables 
that iafiaeaee teachen wiB help researchers answer qnesdans abont pmsenrice 
gaining and prrpaiarfon of trarhrre.
Minimal to None. It it posriMe that subjects win cxperleiiLeaflght discomfort  that is 
uw inaa^f attorfturvi vith any type of setf-evsJmiioo.
AteBMdvaifiditnte — iieeeppmprieeelbrthitmidy.Ahtintnwymiwliiiwit 
would loose m an in va&Sty than it might gain in control
Subjects participation wfll end at the 1993/1996 school year.
Subjects may choose NOT to participant or wididiau  hum the emdy at any time 
with no penalty and will notjcopanffie tbeir treaanent now or in the fam e.
The resnlti o f (he smdy may be pubBshrri or presented i t  national conferences.
The privacy of participants wfll be protected and their idenddea wfll not be revealed.
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14. Release rt  Tnfnmminn; The mfommkm «hom m bjecn  tm v be reviewed by other irw rripfnr^
but die identity of subjects will be kept secret.
15. R ia r ^  fnfop«rin«i- Subjects win not be charted ind will mx receive  any money. 
l& SilM BlBS
TM» Italy h «  b « a  dhrawrd wttt mt rad «fl my quriftnwu h u t bw i uawm J . I  understand tint 
addftoal qootfaou H fndbg the studyshould bo directed to lb* temtfgaton Ostad above. I 
aadM m d that If I  hare t m Hom about m j rights so a  ssbjict, or other mwterns. I  caa imtttmr* the 
Vice Chuw llnr of the LSO Offlce of Iltse arch sad Eeooomlc DiT»lnp an t  a t388-5833.1 agree wtth the
tanas above aad  acknowledge I  her* beta given a  copy o f the eon■OtbCB.
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January I*. 1996
Dr. Teny Buchanan
Dapartoeni of Canieuliim & ImmicdoB
Tflniiiina Stats Univerjity
223 Peabody Hall
Baton Rouge, IA  ‘JWQ3-472S
Dear Dr. BurtmnmT
Your application requeatingpanBistlontodoagnduata study entitled ISUTeachcr 
Beileft and Practices Study* in Perish has bean approved.
Please consult w ith. . Director ofTesting and Baseatcb, aad
direct copies o f your prooosal, progress reports, and the completed study to her. You may 
also wish to speak with Assistant Superintendent Elementary Schools and
i<tminiii»iiiiiB Director MU<e«
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L S U
L o u i s i a n a  S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y
Department of Curriculum and /nscroectan
February 6. 1996
Dear Elementary School Principal.
On January 18th permission was granted to os by tbe Parish School System to bcpn oar
research study “LS.U. Teacher Beliefs aad Practices  Surrey." This prefect will eventually involve 
numerous school districts in ihrec states. We are delighted to have the opportunity «o begin oar woric in 
Parish.
Your help aad cooperation is erode! to the success of the Sntphsin of our stndy. A teacher stavcy is 
encloeed for ag first. second, and third grade regular education classroom teachers in yoor school. Woold
MilhglMrJMie? AiSO. WB'yB eodOOcd SOTO6 IBinifldBf QOQCCS. Could 
someone poet them on Itoesday or Wednesday of next vreek?
We’ve asked the teachen to pot their completed surveys In sealed envelopes and leave them In a  box In 
yoor mafl room labeled “I-S.U-*’ A member of the research team will pfcfc np the cnmplr tBd surveys from
ywir flw iit bmM rn**Q ffll fiWsy, Tf yiui r«wl#4> pifaBngw y.uu tBlcjlpw in








Approval tenet from CPSP
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Louisiana State University 
Teacher Beliefs and Practices Survey ®19,5
Dear Primary Teacher,
As teacher edacaton aad reaaarchcn. we ate m y  interested ta  dlceaaering what yoa bcOsve is 
Important is  flrst grads aad whst types of ImtruLtloaal  acttTttfcs yoa da ta yoor daasroom. Yoar 
rt ip im u  to tha qartfVins wffl proatds rateable tefanaatloa about primary teachers* heflate aad 
practices. Pirasa talra ahnwt  20 minutes to caatplcta t th  sarrey , seai It ta lha tgrtiopa pcoridad. aad 
return tt to the L S.P . baste yoor matt rooou The ta rajopeacnatatehi f  yoor qnatdonaalres wfll thaa 
bo picked op by a rnearrher aa frid ty , Febaary 16th.
Yoar aaawers wfll  bo cnafldmtlal, and ao oaa a t yoar school will haroa—  to yoar sanoy 
rt iponaas. Upoa receipt of fee completed qoctrtonnalre.yo« r name wfflbeefatcfcodoffadonr Batof 
primary faarhart Atfeatpotet,yoentaa>ewfflbeHiarfcadoarioayoar naaeHiniiMln aadaalD  
number a a lp a d .
Baoad oa tha taaalts of this sanoy, a sobaampie of primary teachen will bo sdactad to partldpafe ia 
fee foUow^ip phaeeof feestady. We will contact fee sabeample of teachen b r  fee fbOow-opstady 
hi tha spring to ask If thay woaid partldpata ta tbe saaaad phaaa.
Thank yoa far yoar help oa this boportaat project!
Dr. Dfaaa C. Barts aad Dr. Terry Buchanan 
T aaMaws State Unircntty 
(504)30.2404
Dr.Roarffad Char las worth  
Weber Stale Uaiaontty
D r. Pam Flaege aad Dr. Sasaa Madison 
tftdasntty of Sooth Florida
Please sign below, afgnUytug yoor a opiate this sarrey.
Modified icofao of As T ach r Qmirineniin d«<ilop«d by Q u lu w r t .  Grig Rk  Dhas C  Bam. Sas Hwn«n4rr A
Lin Kfcfc s  LnaWans Saas Uafrmfcy. l a s  Room linehtew MoAfied at t nn'riani Sent tWiadqr by Dtaas Bans a t  Ttny 
8ad>naiariBg«aM*wiMa how >waltiirtCha>t«r»or t .OoaaaWadw»o»A.P«m Beep. oAermlhagiwe.mdmdnm.
Tot Inftxmwtoa conno: Dr. Dt— C. Bam. SAoot afHan— Ecolocr.LoaM wisS— Uatnniiy.B— tn afS.LA70SIP-«7M . 
30t.JIS.240*: or De. Roofed Ctefem artL CUd A Fodly Sadies. 1301 (M antey  O ris . Weber Saw U rim rity. Ogdea. UT 
MtOS-IJOL tOl-626-TJIi
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Department ol Curriculum and Inunction
L o u i s i a n a  S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y
March 21.1997
Dear Colleague.
We are sending you two things: a copy of tha transcript of your interview and two 
copies of the LSU consent form. R eese read over the consent form (it has the . 
same information you were told before your interview) and return to us a signed 
copy, if you would. The other copy is for you to keep.
You were one of 14 teachers with wei-defined befiefe and practices who 
provided us with som e dues about why teachers hoU the beOefo they do and 
use the practices they use (Lê  is it some personal experience they have had, 
their educational background, their relationships with colleagues, etc.). W p 
hope that the interviews wifi be analyzed this summer, it took us a  long tfme to 
transcribe the interviews! Would you mind taking a few minutes to read over the 
Interview and Insert (In ink) any modifications or clarifications you foot are 
needed to insure that the transcript is accurate? R ease return any pages with 
modifications to us by Aprfl 30th. If no changes are needed, simply return the 
form below. R ease do not put your name anywhere on your the interview, to 
protect your anonymity.
We sure appreciate your cooparatfoni! R ease send us a signed copy of the 
Consent form, the form befow, and any changes to the interview you would like 






The transcript received is accurate and no modifications are needed 
The transcript may be used with the modifications I have inserted
Signed: Date:
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' / •
'P ro ject: Pilot
Date: May. IS, 1996 
T im e 8:00-930 am __
Place: fflrdjgrade dassroom
Teacben *  107 
Interviewe e  Jody Bidner
- ^ r  p r
b  Te&me about yoursel£
Ti Aah. weiL
I: Are yoa native to area?
T: I'm from New Odums. I grew op in New Orleans and went off to in
and got married.
I: T hai was one of my o ther qaestioas. where f id  you graduate ftom?
T: I  d id not graduate there. I  w ent to . got m arried. and then a y  husband
is a  pastor, so we moved around a  good b it. A ad we came here th irty  years
ago. So, I  dedded to finish m y college work a t I  graduated in
[sta rted  I  f id  a ll the zoom 
tod them  in  edacatian. one's a  coach, aad  ana's ab en d  
_  _________ ..__________________  Jcee graiilMmiMamTihayfra 1. 2. a a d 3 years old.
I: Wonderful. So, yen have th e  core family relatively close by?
f t  T: Yes. my huabaad died ia  January. L
' Is Thisyear?
^  T: Yea. So. it’s  really a  godsend th a t my children live hare aad  I  have the grandchildren.
OK,my word. Oh. th aak  goodness.
-the
Ti Tw tli»iiii*^erfm i«,<iiypiil all S iii inw« T ^  ^ «fr|» p'tM« t—«4ii» li«« had M
fcnove to a  difiarent classroom recently sinco tha building is  being partially tom  down for w -
renovation} p t ^ 6.
L That's been a snper big challenge.
T: Yes. yes.
Is I  bate the thought of anyone having to deal with that and yet we a ll do a t some point in
time.
T: Yes. ifs  coming to all of us. We ju st have to be ready aad know where we're going:
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I: Goodness. I'm so glad chose children are dose by. I  know- you rely on them
____
T : They're really my sunshine. th a t's  right.
L . Well. how do you feel about the teaching? Does th a t help keep you going?44%, WeD. I lesflr wanted to rerir» Mr husband »M wimd end umi h infF. I thnurht
•wO — wnuld h«s»T^nt nf thing* to da together. But. I know that yon dant
twalrp SpKt C<*
t  So,you try to keep th a t p a rt of your life stable w ith a ll th e  other things? k a ^  ̂
Ti W«n n a il Nn Pm w«t mahhw th a t m«w TEwmwtmde w  «m  n—,d m m th inu  m
do. And I  say, Bnt yog know. I  have plenty to  do. (laugh) /C ot o f things to do. So, Tm thinking 
sow, s t  least IH  teach two more yeaxs and ctoss the b ridgeyear to year.
t  Excellent. Yon had m entioned *h»t th is was yoar firs t y e sr to teach th ird  grade. W hat has
been some of your experience?
‘Wiiiii |iei1> fflf. I  have been for th e  previous 7 years.V taught m ath In  the m ath lab, 
remedial m ath program, w ith Chapter L  And I  taught second, th ird , fburtlyand fifth grade. 
Before th a t I  taught fifth g rad i^l taugh t one year th a t m ight be intarv tfin g fhr you. My very
first yae tn taarh, T taught fiodi m i «*rth p.iUHmhfmttm In ana mam, I had miMi|wibw 
end IS afarth gradar* f e w  ■ AK miimt* drum ftuui m y  hanaa rimm|btUhahhiiiM«wty 
daytnwrttalaaarniplanafimthauatt  da^at tha haghwrfag rfm Ti i f|hw ■ imTKay.wty hfrad ma
rm4 for 
h  Oh, my word.
Ti The lady th a t I  was replacing h ad  been there m any, m any yeaxs. And aQ the stadenta had 
come op in  th a t same atmosphere w ith Caro grades in  a  room. So, they were accustomed to one 
side of the room working while yen taugh t th e  other aide.
h  The children were used to th a t.
Ti The children were oaed to th is setup . So, that wasn’t  th e  problem. They worked very
independently. I  enold teach the reading to  onogrqup and  then  p a t them  in  a  workbook. while 
the other one^weSin a  workbook, end A" d  T really had  to be verr flaxihlt-
I learned righ t away, to o  have tq_gdapt to  the situation. B at, th e  cEBdren azam  esze tor me a t 
first. And i t  took me a while to find o at why. f t  was because they liked their other teacher who 
was the coach’s wife and they lived a stone's throw from the hevdjp t ndl hey wanted her back. 
And when they fie aBy, I  finally realized th a^  I  said well th a t's  good th a t they liked their teacher 
and it  wasn’t  a  bad thing. And we worked through that. I k s  only way I  made i t  thwmgft ' h a t 
y e trw a s  with support from the principal. ’ "
R I was going to say, how did yon feel prepared to teach two levels a t the same time?
T: Wril, je st KVa is is tn Q  jffirr^ n an L a i id  graduate, yon th ink  yon can do anything and
everything. I  think now, I  could not do th a t. But, when we graduate from college, we are
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Demographics: Note date, name, place, and time.
Check the recorder/microphone 
Tell me about yourself:
A. gender
B. ethnic background
C. native to the area
D. How long have you lived in Louisiana?
Tell me about your family:
A. single, divorced, married, other...
B. Do you have children? How many? Ages?
Tell me about your job at this school:
A. What grade do you teach?
B. How many children are in your class?
C. How many of those children could be classified as special needs students?
D. What is the ethnic composition o f the class?
Tell me about your teaching career
A. Why did you decide to become a teacher?
B. How long have you been teaching?
C. In how many schools have you taught?
D. How have things changed in education during your career?
E. What grades have you taught?
For the rest of the questions, consider your current teaching position:
A. What things in your life help or support you in your efforts to do your job?
1. things in school
2. things outside of school
3. personal issues
B. What things in your life hinder or interfere in your efforts to do your job?
1. things in school
2. things outside of school
3. personal issues
C. What are your principal’s expectations about a 1st, 2nd, or 3rd grade program?
1. How do you know?
2. Can you give me an example o f that?
D. How would you describe your relationship with your principal?
E. Tell me about your co-workers:
1. How do they influence your teaching style or practices?
2. Examples
F. How do parents influence your teaching style or practices?




H. How do your experiences, likes, dislikes influence what you do in the 
classroom?
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L Is there anything else that presents barriers to your teaching?
J. Is there anything else that supports your teaching?
K. How do you assess student progress and achievement?
L. How do you use that information?
M. Tell me about how you use technology in your classroom?
1. What types of technology do you have access to?
2. How do you use these in your classroom?
3. Tell me more.
N. Tell me about the way parents are involved in your program.
O. Is there anything else you would like to share about your teaching? 
P. Thank you!
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APPENDIX C 
RELEVANT PRINCIPLES OF DAP FOR PRIMARY GRADES
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Relevant Principles from the NAEYC Position Statement (1987) 
on DAP in the Primary Grades
1. Teachers must be cognizant o f the whole child.
2. Curriculum should be integrated (including based on children’s interests, 
and/or through choice o f learning areas).
3. Children should be engaged in active rather than passive activities.
4. The curriculum provides many developmentally appropriate materials for 
children to explore and opportunities for interaction and communication with 
other children and adults. Curriculum content is relevant, engaging, and 
meaningful to the children.
5. Children should be provided opportunities to work in small groups on 
projects that provide rich content for conversation and that teachers facilitate 
discussion.
6. Teachers recognize the importance o f positive peer group relationships and 
provide for cooperative small group projects that no only develop cognitive 
ability but promote peer interaction.
7. To develop a sense of competence, children need to acquire the knowledge 
and skills recognized by our culture as important, foremost among which are 
the abilities to read and write and to calculate numerically.
8. Each child is unique and has an individual pattern and timing o f growth, as 
well as individual personality, learning style, and family background. 
Therefore a variety of teaching methods is used.
9. Parents are viewed as integral partners in the educational process.
10. Each child’s progress is assessed primarily through observation and 
recording. Grades are considered inadequate reflections on ongoing 
learning.
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VITA
Veronica Faye Wicke White was bom on June 5, 1951, in Lake Charles, 
Louisiana, to Monroe and Teen Wicke. She attended St. Margaret’s Elementary 
and was a graduate o f St. Charles Academy in Lake Charles. Faye received a 
degree o f Bachelor o f Arts in early childhood education from McNeese State 
University on December 15, 1972. The following day, she married John Patrick 
White. John and Faye are the parents o f four children.
Faye White received a master’s degree in early childhood education from 
McNeese State University in 1989. She received a second master’s in 
elementary counseling and guidance from McNeese in 1995. Throughout this 
time period (1972-1995) Faye served as wife, mother, educator and continuing 
student. She was a classroom teacher in second, fourth, and kindergarten in 
various schools and areas o f the state o f Louisiana. For the past five years, she 
has worked as a graduate assistant for Louisiana State University in Baton 
Rouge, Louisiana, and as a Visiting Lecturer for McNeese State University.
She has been responsible for the placement and supervision o f early childhood 
students in public schools for pre-kindergarten and kindergarten certification for 
the last two years for McNeese State University.
Faye is currently completing the requirements for the degree o f Doctor of 
Philosophy in Curriculum and Instruction from Louisiana State University.
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